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ABSTRACT 

Over the past three decades, significant progress in the development of organic 

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) has been achieved, enabling OLEDs to become a main 

component in state-of-the-art displays and next generation solid-state lighting. As this 

technology advances, it is highly desirable to further improve the device efficiency and 

operational stability to drive the success of OLEDs in future display and lighting 

applications. This dissertation aims at developing novel organic emitting materials 

covering visible and near-infrared (NIR) emissions for efficient and table OLEDs. 

Firstly, a series of tetradentate Pd(II) complexes, which have attractive 

phosphorescent aggregate emission performance especially at high brightness level in 

device settings, have been developed. The luminescent lifetime of Pd(II) complex 

aggregates was demonstrated to be shorter than 1 μs with a close-to-unity 

photoluminescence quantum yield. Moreover, a systematic study regarding structure-

property relationship was conducted on four tetradentate Pd(II) complexes, i.e., Pd3O3, 

Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2, and Pd3O8-Py5, featuring aggregate emission. As a result, an 

extremely efficient and stable OLED device utilizing Pd3O8-Py5 was achieved. It 

demonstrated a peak external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 37.3% with a reduced 

efficiency roll-off retaining a high EQE of 32.5% at 10000 cd m-2, and an estimated LT95 

lifetime (time to 95% of the initial luminance) of 48246 h at 1000 cd m-2.  

Secondly, there is an increasing demand for NIR OLEDs with emission spectra 

beyond 900 nm to expand their applications in biometric authentication, night vision 

display, and telecommunication, etc. A stable and efficient NIR Pt(II) porphyrin complex 

named PtTPTNP-F8 was developed, and exhibited an electroluminescent spectrum at 920 
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nm. By carefully choosing the host materials, an PtTPTNP-F8 based NIR OLED achieved 

a EQE of 1.9%. Furthermore, an PtTPTNP-F8 OLED fabricated in a stable device 

structure demonstrated extraordinary operational stability with LT99 of >1000 h at 20 mA 

cm-2. 

Lastly, a series of imidazole-based blue Pt(II) complexes were developed and 

studied. Results indicated that structural modification of ligand molecules effectively 

tuned the emission spectral wavelength and bandwidth. Two blue complexes, i.e., 

Pt2O2-P2M and Pt2O2-PPy5-M, emitting at 472 and 476 nm respectively, exhibited 

narrow-band emission spectra with a full width at half maximum of 16 nm.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Organic Light-Emitting Diodes 

In 1963, M. Pope and co-workers revealed that they observed the 

electroluminescence in single crystal anthracene at ~400 V with about 10-1 mole% 

tetracene as an impurity.[1] In 1965, Pope’s team proposed that the electroluminescence 

in anthracene was generated from electron-hole recombination by judicious experimental 

design. They conclude that the holes are produced by the acceleration which takes place 

via injection of the electrons into an upper and broad electron conduction band.[2] In the 

same year, W. Helfrich and co-coworker also reported that the recombination of electrons 

and holes in anthracene single crystal led to the fluorescence which was proved by the 

dependence of current and light intensity through conducting the preliminary 

measurement of the light output.[3] However, in order to realize the electroluminescence, 

very high voltages have to be applied to inject charges into these organic crystals. 

Therefore, from a practical perspective, it is highly desired to develop organic light-

emitting diodes (OLEDs) operating at low driving voltages. 

In 1987, C. W. Tang and S. A. VanSlyke constructed a novel thin-film organic 

device consisting of a double layered organic thin films compared with previous single 

layered organic electroluminescent cells.[4] Such thin film light emitting diode 

demonstrated a respectable device efficiency; especially, it can be driven at a much lower 

voltage range below 10 V, expediting the progress of organic electroluminescent device 

towards practical applications. Since then, considerable interest in OLEDs from both 

academia and industry has been ignited. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic drawing of OLED device consisting of an anode, hole injection 

layer (HIL), hole transporting layer (HTL), electron blocking layer (EBL), emissive layer 

(EML), hole blocking layer (HBL), electron transporting layer (ETL), electron injection 

layer (EIL), and cathode. 

As shown in Figure 1.1, an OLED device is composed of multiple functional 

organic layers situated between two electrodes, i.e., anode and cathode. Typically, a 

bottom-emitting OLED is fabricated by vacuum-depositing organic thin films on a pre-

patterned ITO substrate and with an aluminum (Al) cathode grown on top. Holes and 

electrons are injected from the anode and cathode, respectively, and move towards each 

other and eventually recombine on an emitting molecule inside the emissive layer, 

leading to the formation of excitons. These excited emitters, i.e., excitons will decay to 

ground state, thereby generating light emission. 

 

Figure 1.2 Fluorescence and phosphorescence formation processes.[5] 
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The electron-hole recombination process can form 25% of singlet and 75% of 

triplet excitons, as shown in Figure 1.2.[5] For fluorescent emitters, the transition from 

triplet exciton to singlet ground state requires electron spin-flip, resulting in a long-lived 

excited state. In comparison, fluorescence from singlet exciton to ground state features a 

fast radiative decay process because there is no change in electron spin from excited to 

ground state.[6] Thus, for OLEDs utilizing fluorescent emitters, the maximum internal 

quantum efficiency (IQE) can only realize 25%, and a large portion of injected electrons, 

i.e., 75%, are wasted into heat. 

a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 1.3 (a) Samsung’s Galaxy Z Flip 3 with a foldable OLED display. (b) Audi Q5 

luxury SUV with OLED tail-lights. (c) Flexible OLED light panels by LG Display. (d) 

Pimax 5K XR OLED VR virtual reality headset. 

Over the past three decades, both the academic and industrial communities have 

working relentlessly to improve the device performance in efficiency and reliability by 

continuously extending the emitting material systems and improving the device 

architecture, etc.[7–26] Therefore, OLED has become a main component in state-of-the-

art displays, as well as in next-generation solid-state lighting applications.[27, 28] As 
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shown in Figure 1.3, lots of OLED related products are springing up in the market, such 

as foldable phones, ecofriendly energy-saving lighting products or even AR/VR headsets. 

Despite the fact of the commercialization of OLED technology, some drawbacks have 

hindered their further development and applications in high-resolution display and cost-

effective lighting. OLEDs typically experience expedited degradation processes at a high 

brightness range, leading to drastically decreased efficiency called efficiency roll-off and 

significantly shortened operational lifetime.[29] Therefore, it is highly desirable to 

develop efficient and stable OLEDs under conditions of high-brightness operation. 

1.2 Excited State Interactions in OLEDs 

There is a common phenomenon in most OLEDs that their efficiency tends to 

decrease as brightness increases, which is known as efficiency roll-off. Enormous efforts 

have been taken to understand the underlying processes and to develop methods to 

improve the high-brightness performance of OLEDs. Research have demonstrated that 

multiple factors likely contributed to the so-called roll-off in efficiency, including triplet-

triplet annihilation (TTA), singlet-singlet annihilation (SSA), singlet-triplet annihilation 

(STA), triplet-polaron quenching (TPQ), singlet-polaron quenching (SPQ), etc., as shown 

in Figure 1.4.[30–32] However, for phosphorescent OLEDs, TTA and TPQ are 

considered two main reasons to cause the fast decline in efficiency especially during 

high-brightness operation as a result of highly concentrated triplet excitons and 

polarons.[13, 33]  
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Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the highly possible interactions among excited states 

in OELDs.  

For TTA, two triplets form an intermediate state X, which consequently transfer 

into one singlet and three triplets according to spin statistics. 

𝑇1 + 𝑇1
𝑘𝑇𝑇
→ 𝑋 {

25%
→  𝑆𝑛 + 𝑆0 → 𝑆1 + 𝑆0
75%
→  𝑇𝑛 + 𝑆0 → 𝑇1 + 𝑆0

 

Then S1 transfers back to radiative triplet exciton via SOC; however, T1 will be released 

via non-radiative pathways. Hence, 15% of triplet excitons will be lost during the whole 

process, leading to a significant efficiency loss in the phosphorescent OLEDs. OLEDs 

usually adopt host-guest systems, i.e., phosphorescent emitters doped in host materials, to 

avoid self-absorption of emitters and concentration quenching. Although various TTA 

forms can occur due to the triplet interactions among guest and/or host molecules, TTA 

occurring on guest molecules, i.e., guest-guest TTA, is typically assumed to be dominant. 

For the occurrence of TTA, two triplet excitons must be in close proximity. 

Triplets could move towards each other though Dexter or Förster energy transfer.[11, 34] 

Dexter energy transfer requires a short distance (~2 nm) to realize a wavefunction 
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overlap. In contrast, Förster energy transfer is a long-range (typically 0.8-5 nm) energy 

transfer. Staroske et al. indicated that the dominant mechanism of TTA is the singlet-step 

long-range Förster energy transfer between two excited guests.[35] However, some 

researcher believed Dexter energy transfer is more relevant to TTA in practical systems 

due to aggregation of emitter molecules within matrix material, evidenced by the 

observation of 3-30 nm dopant agglomerates in the emissive layer with Ir(ppy)3 doped 

TCTA by Reineke and co-workers,[36] and Ir(ppy)3 aggregates in CBP: Ir(ppy)3 films 

after annealing at 80 ℃.[37] Therefore, small intermolecular distance between emitter 

aggregation most likely leads to enhanced diffusion-based TTA. 

1.3 Phosphorescent Emitters 

Many efforts have been taken to develop new emitting material systems in order 

to efficiently utilize both singlet and triplet excitons and realize 100% IQE of OLED 

devices. In the late 1990s, Forrest and Thompson and coworkers reported phosphorescent 

OLED devices with IQE of 100% by developing a novel organo-transition metal complex 

based emitters.[7] For phosphorescent metal complex, the spin-orbital coupling effect of 

transition metal ion largely facilitates the radiative decay from excited triplet to ground 

singlet state, and also induces an efficient and fast transfer from 25% populated singlets 

to emitting triplets, as depicted in Figure 1.2. Since then, numerous phosphorescent 

emitters (such as Ir(III), Pt(II) or Pd(II) based complexes etc.) emitting in the visible or 

even near-infrared (NIR) range have been developed.[6, 20, 21, 38–42] 

In general, photoluminescent properties of metal complexes are largely 

determined by the nature of their molecular orbitals (MOs), which are mainly responsible 

for the electronic ground state and the lowest excited state. Metal complex based 
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phosphorescent emitters typically possess three transition characters: ligand-centered 

(LC) excitons with π-π* character, metal-centered (MC) excitations characterized d-d* 

character, and metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excitations featuring d-π* 

character.[43–46] 

 
Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of frontier molecular orbitals involved in various emitting 

scenarios. 

1.4 Beyond Conventional Phosphorescent Monomer Emission: Phosphorescent 

Molecular Aggregate Based Emission 

In the recent years, phosphorescent aggregate based emitting molecules, such as 

excimers and dimers etc., have emerged as a new class of emitters.[47–57] 

Phosphorescent aggregate based emitters achieved great performance in the visible as 

well near-infrared (NIR) emission range. Kim and coworkers reported an efficient 

phosphorescent Pt(II) complex aggregates based OLED with a maximum EQE of 38.8% 

due to their high horizontal emitting dipole ration of 93% as well as photoluminescent 

quantum yield of 96%. It has been well documented that if the emitting dipoles are 100% 

parallel to the substrate, an EQE of 45% can be realized without any outcoupling 

enhancement compared to 20-25% with random oriented emitting dipoles.[16, 58] Wei et 

al. developed a series of Pt(II) complexes that emitted in aggregate form at 866–960 nm 
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with a photoluminescence quantum yield of 5–12% in solid films. An OLED utilizing the 

molecular aggregates of a Pt(II) complex demonstrated a emission peaking at 930 nm and 

a EQE of 2.0% (Figure 1.6).[40] 

 

Figure 1.6 Photophysical properties and device performance of three bidentate Pt(II) 

complexes.[40] 

Ma and coworkers synthesized a series of pyrazolate-bridged cyclometalated 

platinum(II) complexes. By adding substituting bulky groups to the pyrazole bridge, Pt-Pt 

distance were elaborately controlled, through which the emission color was adjusted. 

Results indicated when the Pt(II) complex has an shorter Pt-Pt spacing, it showed a red-

shifted emission which was assigned to a triplet metal-metal-to-ligand charger transfer 

(MMLCT) involving charge transfer between a filled Pt-Pt antibonding σ* orbital and a 

vacant, ligand-based π* orbital,[47, 59–61] as shown in Figure 1.7. 
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Figure 1.7 Maximum emission wavelength of four Pt(II) complexes with isolated Pt 

center or binuclear Pt centers, and corresponding quantum molecular orbital scheme.[48] 

Compared to conventional phosphorescent monomer emission, one advantage of 

phosphorescent aggregate emission stands out. Through adjusting the dopant 

concentration of emitter in the host, intermolecular spacing will be affected. As a result, 

emission from a single-doped emissive layer includes both blue monomer emission and 

broad aggregate emission in the red emission range, which can potentially cover the 

visible emission range, thereby realizing the white emission by a single emitting 

molecule. By comparison, there are several approaches to fabricate WOLEDs including 

tandem or striped device, blue devices with down-conversion phosphors, multiple 

emissive layers within a single device, or multiple emissive dopants within a single 

emissive layer.[62] However, incorporating several colors in one single device will 

generate two problems: poor stability of color, which is caused by energy transfer 

between different emitters and driving voltage dependence of emitters; color aging, 

which is due to the different degradation process for each emissive dopant in WOLEDs. 
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Thus, it will be an elegant solution to fabricate WOLEDs using a single emitter, of which 

the electroluminescence spectrum is broad enough to cover the visible spectrum. Blue 

phosphorescent metal complex with aggregate emission has been considered as a strong 

emitter candidate for realizing single-doped white OLEDs. It is worth mentioning that the 

excimer-based phosphorescent aggregate emission can prevent the energy cascade from 

monomer to excimer due to absent ground state. 

Molecular design principle for phosphorescent molecular aggregates: typically, to 

realize efficient aggregate emission, it requires a rigid molecular structure to suppress the 

non-radiative pathways of the emitter, and a planar molecular geometry to allow 

sufficient excimer formation. To now, almost all of excimer emitters mainly focus on Pt 

complexes.[63–66] In recent years, excimer based WOLEDs has been expanded to Pd 

complexes.[56] However, the relationship between molecular structure and aggregate 

emission is still poorly understood. 

 

Figure 1.8 Three tetradentate Pt(II) complexes with blue monomer and red-shifted 

molecular aggregate emissions, and their corresponding performance in single-doped 

white device settings.[67] 

Williams et al. first demonstrated excimer-based white phosphorescent employing 

platinum(II) [2-(4′6′-difluorophenyl) pyridinato-N,C2′]2,4-pentanedionato (FPt), which 
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exhibited moderate EQE of 15.9%, CIE coordinates (0.46, 0.47) and poor CRI value of 

69.[63] After one decade of enormous efforts, WOLEDs employing excimer-based metal 

complexes has gained huge development in terms of efficiency, CIE coordinates, CRI, 

and stability. Fleetham and coworkers report efficient and stable excimer-based 

WOLEDs utilizing symmetric Pt2O2, which demonstrated both efficient monomer and 

excimer emission.[67] A known stable device structure employing Pt2O2 achieved LT80 

of over 200 h at 1000 cd m-2 with CIE of (0.46, 0.47) and a CRI of 80. Moreover, the 

monomer and excimer emissions can be tuned with molecular modification, yielding two 

complexes, i.e., Pt1O2, and Pt1O2me2 with monomer emission at 474 and 472 nm, and 

excimer emission at 592 and 556 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.8. A single-

doped OLED utilizing Pt1O2me2 demonstrates an LT80 of over 400 h at 10000 cd m-2. 

1.5 Dissertation Outline 

This dissertation focuses on developing novel phosphorescent metal complexes 

based emitters for high-performance OLEDs to further push the development of OLEDs 

in future display and solid-state lighting applications. These newly developed emitting 

materials include tetradentate Pd(II) complex aggregates based amber emitters, Pt(II) 

porphyrin complex based NIR emitters, and tetradentate Pt(II) complex based blue 

emitters. Their electrochemical and photophysical properties, and/or performance in 

device settings were carefully investigated. 

Chapter 2 provided a summary of the methods and characterizations adopted in 

this dissertation, including materials and OLED device characterization methods, and 

device fabrication procedure. 
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Chapter 3 explored a series of tetradentate Pd(II) complexes featuring efficient 

molecular aggregate emission. Firstly, a novel tetradentate Pd(II) complex named 

Pd3O8-P was designed and synthesized. The photophysical and electrochemical 

properties of Pd3O8-P, in both dilute solution and thin film with various dopant 

concentrations, were thoroughly studied to confirm and explore the molecular aggregate 

emission. Four OLED devices with various Pd3O8-P doping concentrations, i.e., 6%, 

20%, 50%, and 100%, were fabricated. Their electroluminescent spectra, EQE, power 

efficiency, and operational lifetime were collected and analyzed. Secondly, four 

tetradentate Pd(II) complexes, i.e., Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2, and Pd3O8-Py5, 

featuring aggregate emission were prepared. Electrochemical and photophysical 

properties of these four emitters along with their performance in device settings were 

explored and discussed. Moreover, the emitting dipole orientation of these Pd(II) 

complexes were carefully probed by varying the deposition rates and/or templating layers 

to further uncover the relationship between ligand structures and device performance. 

Chapter 4 focused on developing a new phosphorescent emitter with emission 

beyond 900 nm for efficient and stable NIR OLEDs. A background was provided to 

elaborately describe the motivation behind this piece of research work. A Pt(II) porphyrin 

complex named PtTPTNP-F8 was designed, and the molecular design concept and 

synthetic method were also discussed. In brief, a large conjugation system was adopted to 

extend the emission into longer wavelength range, and fluorine atoms was added to the 

metal complex to improve the material purity. The cyclic voltammetric and 

photoluminescent emission behaviors of PtTPTNP-F8 were characterized. The 
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performance of PtTPTNP-F8 in device settings was improved by exploring various host 

materials and emissive layer structures. 

Chapter 5 presented three groups of Pt(II) complexes based blue emitters. The 

molecular design concept and synthetic method were carefully discussed. Then the 

photophysical properties of these emitters were investigated by examining the absorption 

and photoluminescent emission spectra, and cyclic voltammetry. 

Chapter 6 summarized the findings of all chapters, and also discussed the future 

outlook of the research work presented in this dissertation. 
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2 MEHODS AND CHARACTERIZATION 

2.1 Materials Characterization 

The absorption spectrum was recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV−visible 

Spectrometer. The photoluminescent spectra were performed on a Horiba Jobin Yvon 

FluoroLog-3 spectrometer. The PLQY was carried out on a Hamamatsu absolute PL 

quantum yield spectrometer model C11347. Cyclic voltammetry and differential pulsed 

voltammetry were performed on a CHI610B electrochemical analyser in a solution of 

anhydrous DMF using 0.1 M tetra(nbutyl) ammonium hexafluorophosphate as the 

supporting electrolyte. A ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc+/Fc) redox couple was used as an 

internal reference. XRD measurements were performed on a Bruker D8 focus 

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406 Å) with a step size of 0.02˚ and a scan 

rate of 0.6 sec/step. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using 

the Titan software package (Wavefunction, Inc.) at the B3LYP/LACVP** level. HPLC 

analysis was performed on an Agilent 1200 series LC system equipped with an Agilent 

Eclipse XDB-C18 column (4.6×150mm, 5 μm) at room temperature. For the sample of 

Pd3O8-P, the HPLC chromatogram was run with the elution solvents of acetonitrile and 

distilled water (97/3, v/v), and the flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. The sample was prepared by 

dissolving Pd3O8-P in acetonitrile and filtered through a 0.2 μm PTFE membrane 

syringe filter. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of angle-dependent PL measurement setup (top view).  

Angle-dependent PL measurement: As shown in Figure 2.1, Vapor-deposited 

organic layers on glass was attached to a half-cylinder glass with optical matching gel 

and then excited by an ultra-violet diode (405 nm). The PL spectrum of p-polarized light 

was detected by collecting the emission passing through a linear polarizer, and the 

detector (Flame-T Ocean Optics Inc. Spectrometer) was automatically rotated by a 

programmed rotation stage. By analyzing the angle-dependent PL intensities of the p-

polarized light at 580 nm according to the classical dipole model, the emitting dipole 

orientations of these Pd complex films were determined.[68, 69, 49] The refractive 

indices of the Pd complex thin films were measured using a VASE ellipsometer, as 

shown in Figure A.1. For theoretical fitting, the refractive index of 1.7 was adopted, 

which was close to the refractive index value of the organic films investigated. 

2.2 Device Fabrication and Characterization 

The materials used in the devices were purified via train sublimation in a four-

zone thermal-gradient furnace under high vacuum. Prior to deposition, the prepatterned 
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ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned by subsequent sonication in deionized water, 

acetone, and isopropyl alcohol. Organic layers were deposited by vacuum thermal 

evaporation in a custom-made vacuum thermal evaporation chamber built by Travato 

Man. Inc. Base pressure were kept between 10-8 to 10-7 torr and deposition rates were 

kept between 0.5 to 1.0 Å s−1, monitored by quartz-crystal microbalances. A 1 nm of LiF 

or 2 nm of Liq buffer layer was deposited at 0.2 Å s−1. The Al cathode was deposited at 

1-2 Å s−1 through a shadow mask without breaking vacuum, defining a device area of 

0.04 cm2. EL spectra were measured with a Horiba Jobin Yvon FluoroLog-3 

spectrometer. The current–voltage–luminance and EQE measurements were measured 

using a Keithley 2400 Source-Meter in conjunction with a calibrated Thorlabs 

FDS10X10 Si photodiode. The photodiode area was considerably larger than that of the 

OLED, and the OLED was placed very close to the photodiode without any intervening 

optics. Accelerated lifetime testing was performed in a nitrogen filled glove box without 

encapsulation. 
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3 PHOSPHORESCENT MOLECULAR AGGREGATES BASED ORGANIC LIGHT-

EMITTING DIODES 

3.1 Efficient and Stable Organic Light-Emitting Devices Employing Phosphorescent 

Molecular Aggregates 

3.1.1 Background 

Over the past three decades, significant progress in the development of organic 

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) has been achieved due to extensive research within the 

academic and industrial communities enabling OLEDs to become a main component in 

state-of-the-art displays, as well as in next generation solid-state lighting.[20, 52, 70, 4, 7, 

21, 15] As this technology advances, there is a urgent need to develop stable and efficient 

OLEDs with higher brightness to be compatible with high resolution displays and more 

cost-effective lighting products.[71–73] Typically, OLEDs operating within the high 

brightness range experience a drastic drop in efficiency, known as the efficiency roll-off. 

It has been well documented that triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) and triplet-polaron 

quenching (TPQ) are the two main mechanisms that cause an efficiency roll-off for 

phosphorescent emitters.[74, 75] Moreover, device operational stability has been 

demonstrated to be also closely related to TTA or TPQ in the emissive layer (EML), 

which generate hot (multiply excited) excitons or polarons, and in turn, induce chemical 

bond dissociation, resulting in the expedited device degradation process especially at the 

condition of high brightness operation.[30, 33]  

In OLEDs with conventionally doped emissive layers, TTA and TPQ processes 

often occur as a result of poor charge balance inside of compact recombination zones 

where exciton and polaron densities are high at large driving currents.[76] This can 
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typically be combatted with gradient doping of the emissive material or utilizing cohost 

structure which both serve to spread out the recombination zone.[13, 77–81] However, at 

even moderate doping concentrations there is still a high likelihood of excitons 

interacting with other triplets or polarons on neighbouring dopant evidenced by the 

reduction in photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) of doped films of archetypical 

phosphors such as Ir(ppy)3 or FIrpic with increasing doping concentrations.[82, 83] In 

contrast, highly doped or neat films of select square planar metal complexes have 

suppressed TTA losses and, in some cases, show enhancement in the PLQY at higher 

doping concentrations.[49] This enhancement coincides with the appearance of aggregate 

emissive species and indicates that there may be a more favourable distribution of 

excited-state molecular aggregates or that the interaction between discrete excitonic 

aggregates may be suppressed. Thus, utilizing the unique exciton dynamics of aggregate 

emitters, it is possible to significantly improve both the device efficiency and the 

operational lifetime.[23, 57, 67] Some studies regarding molecular-aggregate-based 

OLEDs have already demonstrated that host-free devices can realize high efficiency.[49, 

50, 84] However, the operational stability of such OLEDs with aggregate emission have 

not been extensively investigated due to the insufficient material development efforts. 

In the first part of this chapter, an efficient and stable OLEDs operating at high 

brightness was demonstrated by utilizing molecular aggregates of a tetradentate Pd(II) 

complex, i.e., palladium (II) 7-(3-(pyridin-2-yl-κN)phenoxy-κC)(benzo[4,5]imidazo-

κN)([1,2-f]phenanthridine-κN) named Pd3O8-P, as shown in Figure 3.7a inset. To date, 

nearly all Pd(II) complexes have performed poorly at high brightness compared to Pt or Ir 

analogues due to the long excited state lifetimes (τ) of Pd complexes, typically in the 
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range of hundreds of μs.[56, 85] Pd3O8-P was designed and synthesized with a rigid 

molecular structure to enhance its chemical stability and a planar geometry to enable 

favourable intermolecular interactions and produce aggregate emission. Utilizing 

aggregate emission properties of Pd(II) complexes, it has been demonstrated an 100-fold 

reduction in the excited state lifetime to achieve a τ of 0.62 μs at room temperature. This 

τ value is at least an order of magnitude smaller than other reported Pd(II) emitters and is 

competitive with the fastest Ir and Pt complexes, which launches Pd(II) complexes into 

the conversation for commercial viability.[5, 15, 20, 56] A host-free Pd3O8-P device 

achieved an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 34.8% without any out-coupling 

enhancement, retaining a high EQE of 29.5% at 10000 cd m-2. Such devices exhibited a 

measured LT95 (time to 95% of the initial luminance) of 170.7 h at the brightness of 

16650 cd m-2 and an estimated LT50 of 9.59 million hours at 1000 cd m-2. These studies 

demonstrate that phosphorescent molecular aggregates can be a feasible emitter candidate 

for display and lighting applications, opening a new avenue of materials development in 

such an exciting, competitive and lucrative arena. 

3.1.2 Experimental Section 

Materials and regents: All commercial reagents were purchased and used as 

received without further purification. CuI and picolinic acid were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. K3PO4 were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Silica gel (40-60μm) was purchased 

from Agela Technologies and BDH. Solvent DMSO was purchased from Alfa Aesar. The 

reaction was carried out under an inert N2 atmosphere in oven-dried glassware. External 

bath temperatures were used to record all reaction temperatures. 
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Figure 3.1 Synthesis of ligand 7-(3-(pyridin-2-yl)phenoxy)benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-

f]phenanthridine (3O8-P). 

The synthetic method of ligand 3O8-P is shown in Figure 3.1. To a three-necked 

flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-f]phenanthridin-7-

ol (2.0 g, 7.04 mmol, 1 eq), 2-(3-bromophenyl)pyridine (1.97 g, 8.45 mmol, 1.2 eq), 

picolinic acid (0.17 g, 1.41 mmol, 0.2 eq), K3PO4 (2.99 g, 14.1 mmol, 2.0 eq), and CuI 

(0.27 g, 14.1 mmol, 0.2 eq). Then the flask underwent the procedure of the evacuation 

and backfill with nitrogen for three times. Solvent of DMSO (65 mL) was added under 

the protection of nitrogen. Then the mixture was stirred in an oil bath at 100 °C for 3 

days, then cooled down to ambient temperature. The solid was filtered off and washed 

with ethyl acetate. The filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure. Then the residue 

was purified through column chromatography on silica gel using dichloromethane/ethyl 

acetate (20:1-10:1-6:1) as eluent to obtain the desired product 3O8-P as a light orange 

solid. Yield: 2.15 g, 70%. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz): δ 7.34-7.38 (m, 2H), 7.49-

7.51 (m, 2H), 7.60-7.67 (m, 3H), 7.80 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.87-7.92 (m, 2H), 7.97 (s, 

1H), 8.04 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 8.12 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 1H), 8.63-8.66 (m, 2H), 8.73 (d, J = 7.6 

Hz, 1H), 8.76 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 8.78 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H). 
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Figure 3.2 1H NMR of ligand 3O8-P. 

 

Figure 3.3 Synthesis of palladium (II) 7-(3-(pyridin-2-yl-κN)phenoxy-

κC)(benzo[4,5]imidazo-κN)([1,2-f]phenanthridine-κN) (Pd3O8-P). 

The synthetic method of metal complex Pd3O8-P is shown in Figure 3.3. To a 

three-necked flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added ligand 3O8-P (2.15 g, 4.9 

mmol, 1 eq), Pd(OAc)2 (1.32 g, 5.9 mmol, 1.2 eq), and Bu4NBr (0.16 g, 0.5 mmol, 0.1 

eq). Then the flask underwent the procedure of the evacuation and backfill with nitrogen 

for three times. Solvent of HOAc (280 mL) was added under the protection of nitrogen. 

Then the mixture was stirred in an oil bath under reflux for 3 days, then cooled down to 

ambient temperature. The mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. Then the 

residue was purified through column chromatography on Al2O3 using dichloromethane as 

eluent to obtain the desired product Pd3O8-P as a light yellow solid. Yield: 1.72 g, 65%. 

The product of 1.72 g was further purified by sublimation in a four-zone thermal-gradient 
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furnace under high vacuum (280°C, 4.5×10-6 Torr). To ensure the quality, Pd3O8-P was 

sublimed twice to obtain the final yellow crystal. The chemical structure of Pd3O8-P was 

confirmed by 1H NMR, and its purity was verified by HPLC, as shown in Figure 3.4 and 

3.5, respectively. Yield: 1.34 g, 78%. A single chromatographic peak at a retention time 

of 10.483 minutes (Figure 3.5) was observed, indicating a high purity of prepared Pd3O8-

P sample.1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz): δ 7.30 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.35 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 

1H), 7.60-7.66 (m, 2H), 7.71-7.75 (m, 3H), 7.83-7.87 (m, 2H), 8.18 (t, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 

8,28 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 8.35 (d, J = 8.2, 1H), 8.45 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 8.79 (d, J = 8.4 

Hz, 1H), 8.87 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 8.94 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 9.38 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H).  

 

Figure 3.4 1H NMR of metal complex Pd3O8-P. 
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Figure 3.5 HPLC chromatogram for the analysis of Pd3O8-P. 

 

Figure 3.6 Device structure and chemical structures of the materials used in the device. 

Additionally, Figure 3.6 shows a schematic diagram of the device structure 

fabricated in this study, and chemical structure of the materials used in each layer. The 

general device structure is ITO (100 nm)/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 

nm)/ EML (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al (100 nm), where ITO 

is indium tin oxide, HATCN is 1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylenehexacarbonitrile, NPD is 

N4,N4'-di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N4,N4'-diphenyl-[1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diamine, TrisPCz is 

9,9',9''-triphenyl-9H,9'H,9''H-3,3':6',3''-tercarbazole, BAlq is bis(8-hydroxy-2-

methylquinoline)-(4-phenylphenoxy)aluminium, BPyTP is 2,7-di([2,2'-bipyridin]-5-

yl)triphenylene, LiF is lithium fluoride, Al is aluminium. 
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3.1.3 Results and Discussion 

The room-temperature absorption and emission spectra of Pd3O8-P in the 

solution of dichloromethane (DCM) and low temperature (77 K) emission spectrum in 2-

methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MeTHF) are shown in Figure 3.7a. The distinct strong 

absorption peaks between 250 and 360 nm can be assigned to 1(π-π*) transitions on the 

cyclometalating ligand.[86, 87] The weak absorption band between 360 and 420 nm is 

attributed to metal-to-ligand charge  transition (1MLCT) involving both the 

cyclometalating ligand and the palladium metal ion. At 77 K, Pd3O8-P showed an 

emission peak of 464 nm indicating a triplet energy of 2.67 eV, and a long luminescent 

lifetime of 179 μs (Figure 3.8) which is similar to those of previously reported Pd 

complexes.[56, 85] At room temperature, Pd3O8-P exhibits a slightly red-shifted 

emission peak of 468 nm. The sharp vibronic emission peaks and the long transient 

photoluminescent (PL) decay indicate that the lowest triplet state of Pd3O8-P is a 

predominant ligand centred state (3LC) with minimal MLCT admixture. Additionally, the 

electrochemical property of Pd3O8-P was examined by performing the cyclic 

voltammetry in a solution of anhydrous DMF, as shown in Figure3.9. The oxidation and 

reduction potentials were 0.41 V and -2.41 V respectively, determined by differential 

pulse voltammetry in dimethylformamide versus a ferrocene internal reference. 
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Figure 3.7 Photophysical study of Pd3O8-P in solution and thin film. a), Room-

temperature absorption spectrum of Pd3O8-P (solid circles), and its photoluminescent 

(PL) spectra at room temperature (solid squares) and 77 K (open squares). The room-

temperature absorption and PL spectra were measured in dichloromethane (DCM), and 

the 77 K PL spectrum was measured in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MeTHF). Inset: 

chemical structure of Pd3O8-P. b)-e), Room-temperature (solid lines) and 77 K (dashed 
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lines) PL spectra of 20-nm-thick x% Pd3O8-P: mCBP films with dopant concentrations 

of 6% (red), 20% (green), 50% (blue), and 100% (dark). The room-temperature 

absorption spectrum of neat Pd3O8-P film (dash-dotted line) is also included in the part 

e. f), Transient PL decays of 20-nm-thick x% Pd3O8-P: mCBP films measured at 580 nm 

at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.8 Transient PL decay of a dilute solution of Pd3O8-P in 2-MeTHF at 77 K 

measured at 461 nm. 
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Figure 3.9 Cyclic voltammogram for Pd3O8-P.  

To investigate the photophysical properties of Pd3O8-P aggregates in solid state, 

four thin films were prepared by doping Pd3O8-P into 3,3’-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl 

(mCBP) with dopant concentrations of 6%, 20%, 50%, and 100%. The room temperature 
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and 77 K emission spectra are shown in Figure 3.7b-e. At a low doping concentration 

(6%), the Pd3O8-P film at 77 K showed a mixture of the monomer emission coinciding 

with the emission peaks of the dilute solution sample and a broad emission band between 

500 and 650 nm which could be attributed to an aggregate emission. At room 

temperature, the aggregate emission became more pronounced indicating these aggregate 

emissive species are thermally accessed. This temperature dependence may be the result 

of a diffusion process or could indicate that a thermal reorganization is required to access 

a favourable packing for the aggregate emission to occur. As the doping concentration 

increased to 20%, the relative contribution from the monomer was significantly reduced 

at 77 K giving a broad emission spectrum peaking at 570 nm, and the monomer emission 

was nearly absent at room temperature. Further increases to 50% and 100% dopant 

concentration of Pd3O8-P led to broad and featureless emission spectra even at 77 K, 

peaking at 578 and 583 nm respectively corresponding to exclusive aggregate emission. 

Additionally, the absorption spectrum of neat Pd3O8-P film is shown in Figure 3.7e, 

which exhibited very similar absorption patterns as that of Pd3O8-P in solution except for 

the observation of the weak and broad absorbance in the range of 420-520 nm due to the 

formation of Pd3O8-P aggregates in the solid film. Furthermore, the crystallinity of the 

Pd3O8-P in thin film was investigated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on neat 

Pd3O8-P film and sublimed Pd3O8-P crystalline solid (Figure 3.10). The XRD pattern of 

sublimed Pd3O8-P solid showed a sharp peak at 8.46°, whereas the neat Pd3O8-P film, 

showed a weak and broadened peak suggesting the vapor deposited film is primarily 

amorphous. 
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Figure 3.10 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of neat 30 nm Pd3O8-P film and sublimed 

Pd3O8-P solid. 

The transient PL decays of these four films were measured at 580 nm at room 

temperature as shown in Figure 3.7f and summarized in Table 3.1. The 6% doped film 

showed a bi-exponential decay of 2.80 μs (weighting: 26%) + 27.18 μs (74%), which is 

expected for an emission spectrum comprising both monomer and aggregate species in 

the 6% doped Pd3O8-P film. The 20% and 50% doped films exhibited dramatically 

shorter decays but were still best fitted to bi-exponential decays of 1.83 μs (53%) + 9.60 

μs (47%) and 1.10 μs (63%) + 3.58 μs (37%) respectively, albeit with faster and less 

significant long components. Lastly, the neat Pd3O8-P film demonstrated a mono-

exponential emission decay with a transient lifetime of 0.62 μs. Furthermore, PLQY 

values of 6%, 20%, 50%, and 100% Pd3O8-P doped films were measured to be 73±10, 

76±10, 87±10, and 86±10% respectively. The radiative decay rate of Pd3O8-P aggregates 

in neat film was determined to be 1.4×10-6 s-1, which is 200 times higher than that of 

Pd3O8-P monomer, which was estimated to be 5.6×10-3 s-1 based on a  of 179 μs and a 

presumptive unity PLQY for a dilute Pd3O8-P solution at 77K. 
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Figure 3.11 Qualitative molecular orbital schemes for Pd3O8-P and its aggregate, and 

analysis of horizontal emitting dipole orientation ratios for Pd3O8-P aggregates. a), 

Simplified molecular orbital and schematic energy level diagrams for phosphorescent 

emitter Pd3O8-P featuring monomer and metal-metal dimer emissions. b), 

Experimentally obtained angle-dependent PL intensities of the p-polarized light of 20-

nm-thick x% Pd3O8-P: mCBP films at 580 nm (symbols). Solid lines represent 

theoretical fits to the experimental data. 

To explain the photophysical properties of Pd3O8-P doped films, it is instructive 

to consider the energetic landscape of the monomer and potential metal-metal (M-M) 

dimer species of Pd3O8-P, as illustrated in Figure 3.11a. Due to their excellent molecular 

planarity, Pd3O8-P molecules have the tendency to form facially packed aggregates with 

Pd-Pd interaction and/or ππ stacking that can generate red-shifted aggregate emission. 

The extent of metal-metal interaction and/or ππ stacking are closely related to the 

intermolecular distance.[53, 88, 89] When emitters are lightly doped into the host, 

emission from an isolated Pd3O8-P monomer will be dominant, owing to the extended 

intermolecular distance and low probability of forming co-facial pairs. As is the case with 

many other Pd(II) complexes, the emission from isolated Pd3O8-P monomers is 

characterized by a long-lived (179 μs) and highly vibronic featured emission spectrum 

suggesting a localized ligand-centred excited state. This is in contrast to Pt(II) complexes 
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which have varying admixtures of 3LC and 3MLCT character and are routinely reported 

to have emission decay lifetime on the order of a few microseconds.5 The slower 

radiative decay process for Pd3O8-P can be partially attributed to more stabilized Pd(II) 

d-orbitals and less metal ion involvement in the frontier orbitals compared to Pt 

analogs.[56, 85, 90]  

Table 3.1 Photophysical properties of the 20-nm-thick x% Pd3O8-P: mCBP films. 

x% Pd3O8-P: mCBP 

films 

λmax 

(nm) 
τ (μs) 

ΦPL 

(%) 
Θ (%) 

λmax (nm) 

@ 77 K 

6% 542 

2.80 (weighting: 

26%) 

27.18 (74%) 

73±10 66 470 

20% 550 
1.83 (53%) 

9.60 (47%) 
76±10 70 570 

50% 568 
1.10 (63%) 

3.58 (37%) 
87±10 80 578 

100% 580 0.62 86±10 90 583 

 

As the doping concentration increases, the Pd3O8-P molecules are more likely to 

be nearest neighbours and their planar molecular geometry allows efficient face-to-face 

intermolecular interactions. For particular orientations and intermolecular spacings, a 

strong interaction is expected between the Pd d-orbitals in adjacent molecules which will 

lead to the formation of Pd-Pd bonding (dσ) and antibonding (dσ*) orbitals. If a strong 

interaction exists, the Pd-Pd dσ* will be destabilized above the ligand π orbitals and the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) will be predominantly localized on the two 

metal centres. This results in emission dominated by singlet and triplet metal-metal-to-

ligand charge transfer (1,3MMLCT) transition that is a charge transfer between filled 

Pd-Pd dσ* and a vacant, ligand-based π* orbital (dσ* → π*).[91] This MMLCT 

transition can explain the broad and red-shifted emission band that becomes increasingly 
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dominant at higher concentrations of Pd3O8-P doped films.[48] The increased metal 

character from the MMLCT transitions can significantly reduce the excited state lifetime 

resulting in a transient decay of 0.62 μs for Pd3O8-P aggregates which is 100 times 

shorter than the Pd3O8-P monomer emission, and is on par with the fastest Ir or Pt 

phosphors. The 1,3MMLCT emission from closely spaced dimers of square planar Pt(II) 

complexes has been previously explored through computational methods where it was 

demonstrated the formation of dimers that exhibit 1,3MMLCT emission was highly 

dependent on both orientation and spacing.[92] The amorphous nature of vacuum 

deposited films makes it challenging to determine the exact orientations and spacing 

responsible for the emission properties, but the dramatic increase in the radiative decay 

rate suggests that an 1,3MMLCT state is likely involved. A more accurate depiction would 

require an in-depth computational study of the quantum mechanics of both the monomer 

and aggregate species and their molecular dynamics inside these films, which are beyond 

the scope of the present work. 

To determine whether the Pd3O8-P aggregates exhibit predominant horizontal 

emitting dipoles for potential optical outcoupling enhancement,[68] the horizontal 

emitting dipole ratio (Θ) for the doped thin films were measured by analysing the angle-

dependent p-polarized PL spectra (Figure 3.11b) at 580 nm, where Θ was defined as the 

ratio of the horizontal emitting dipoles to the total emitting dipoles. The Θ values of 

Pd3O8-P aggregates in 6%, 20%, 50% and 100% Pd3O8-P: mCBP films were 

determined to be 66%, 70%, 80% and 90% respectively, indicating that Pd3O8-P 

aggregates exhibited more preferential horizontal emitting dipole orientation in the pure 

solid film. Thus, the combination of a close to unity PLQY, and a high Θ of 90% 
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observed in the pure Pd3O8-P film make Pd3O8-P aggregates an ideal emitter candidate 

for efficient OLED fabrication. 

To evaluate the electroluminescent properties and operational stability of 

Pd3O8-P aggregates in the device settings, four devices were fabricated and tested with a 

general structure of ITO (100 nm)/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ 

x% Pd3O8-P:mCBP (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al (100 nm), 

where x is 6, 20, 50 and 100 for Devices 1-4 with various Pd3O8-P concentrations. 
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Figure 3.12 Performance of OLEDs. a)-d), Current density–voltage characteristics (a), 

electroluminescent (EL) spectra before lifetime testing (solid lines) and  after LT95 testing 

(dashed lines) (b), EQE (c), and power efficiency (PE) (d) versus luminance for Devices 

1-4 in the general structure ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ x% 

Pd3O8-P: mCBP (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al (100 nm). 
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Device 1 (solid squares): 6%; Device 2 (open squares): 20%; Device 3 (solid circles): 

50%; Device 4 (open circles): 100%. EQE and PE versus luminance of Device 4 with 

outcoupling enhancement (solid stars) by applying index matching gel between silicon 

photodiode and glass substrate. 

Figure 3.12a illustrates the current density-voltage characteristics of Devices 1-4. 

Both the turn-on voltages and the driving voltages for Device 1-4 decreased with the 

increase of dopant concentrations. The voltages at 1mA cm-2 were 4.85, 3.93, 3.32 and 

3.15 V for Devices 1-4 respectively. Such changes indicated potential improvement of 

both charge injection to the EML and charge transport inside the EML. The 

electroluminescent (EL) spectra of these four devices are shown in Figure 3.12b with CIE 

coordinates of (0.37, 0.53), (0.44, 0.54), (0.48, 0.51), and (0.52, 0.47), respectively. 

Devices 2-4 all exhibited exclusive Pd3O8-P aggregate emissions, whereas Device 1 

showed a broad EL spectrum ranging from 400-720 nm with the majority emission 

components originated from both monomers and aggregates. The observation of the non-

exclusive emission ranging from 400 to 450 nm in Device 1 is likely attributed to poor 

charge confinement by adopting moderate blocking materials like TrisPCz and BAlq with 

the goal of fabricating potential stable devices.[56] In comparison to observed PL spectra 

of the corresponding doped films, aggregate emission peaks in the EL spectra of Devices 

1-4, i.e. ranging from 550-588 nm, were all red-shifted. Such discrepancies can be 

attributed to the effect of optical cavity device settings on the EL spectra measured at the 

forward direction. For example, the light distribution pattern analysis of Device 4 (Figure 

3.13) indicated a slightly detuned cavity device structure. Additionally, the ratio of 

aggregate/monomer emission was observed to be increased significantly in comparison to 

its PL spectra. The enhanced aggregate emission can be the result of potential direct 

charge trapping on Pd3O8-P aggregates during electrical pumping.[54] It is worth 
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mentioning that the EL spectra of 5% degraded Devices 1-4 showed negligible changes 

relative to those of fresh devices, suggesting a similar degradation rate for both Pd3O8-P 

monomers and aggregates. 

 

Figure 3.13 Emission patterns for host-free Pd3O8-P Device 4 at 560, 588, and 620 nm. 

The plots of EQE versus luminance for Devices 1-4 are shown in Figure 3.12c. As 

the dopant concentration increased, the EQEs were greatly improved, and the host-free 

OLED (Device 4) achieved an EQE of 34.8% without any out-coupling enhancement, 

which, to the authors’ knowledge, is the highest reported device efficiency based on a 

Pd(II) complex.[56, 93] The achievement of such record-breaking EQE is mainly 

attributed to the close to unity PLQY and the predominant horizontal emitting dipoles of 

Pd3O8-P aggregates. In addition, Device 4 also exhibited a very reduced efficiency 

roll-off, retaining high EQEs of 33.5% at 1000 cd cm-2 and 29.5% at 10000 cd cm-2. Due 

to an amazingly short τ of 0.62 μs for Pd3O8-P aggregates, TTA, TPQ and other 

quenching processes inside the EML were effectively suppressed. Furthermore, potential 

large spacing among discrete excited Pd3O8-P aggregates may also play a crucial role in 

further reducing the possibility of TTA and TPQ processes. 
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By applying an index matching gel between silicon photodiode and the OLED 

glass substrate without an air gap,[12, 94] the remeasured external quantum efficiency of 

Device 4 reached 61.7%, which consists of both air mode and substrate mode device 

efficiencies. It is worthy of mentioning that the high substrate mode quantum efficiency 

of 26.9% supported that phosphorescent emitters with predominant horizontal emitting 

dipoles could not only produce more photons in the air mode but also generate more 

photons trapped in the substrate mode, which can be easily harvested by cost-effective 

external light extraction techniques. As a result, a simple OLED device with a potential 

EQE of over 60% has been demonstrated, which cannot be previously accomplished 

without expensive and un-manufacturable light extraction technologies like photonic 

crystals, substrates with low-index grids, or substrates with corrugated surface.[12, 95, 

96, 14] Moreover, Device 4 exhibited a maximum power efficiency (PE) of over 230 lm 

W-1, and maintained a high PE of 189 lm W-1 at 1000 cd m-2 due to a high EQE of 60.4% 

and a low driving voltage of 3.14 V. Such a high efficacy amber light panel (blue light 

free) can already make a strong impact on the development of specialized lighting 

products for medical and automobile applications, indicating a great potential of utilizing 

phosphorescent molecular aggregates for lighting applications. 
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Figure 3.14 Operational stability of OLEDs. a)-c), Plots of relative luminance versus 

operation time at constant current densities of 20 (solid squares), 10 (open squares), and 5 

mA cm-2 (solid circles) for Devices 1-4. d), Extrapolated LT50 of Devices 1-4 at constant 

current density of 5 mA cm-2 by using equation L/L0= exp[−(t/ε)β]. Inset shows the plots 

of LT95 lifetime vs initial brightness (L0) for Devices 1-4 together with the fit using the 

formula LT95L0
n = constant.  
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Table 3.2 Summary of device performance data. 

Device  1 2 3 4 4c 

Dopant Conc. (%) 6 20 50 100 100 

λmax (nm) 550 564 578 588 588 

CIE coordinates (0.37, 0.53) (0.44, 0.54) (0.48, 0.51) (0.52, 0.47) 
(0.52, 

0.47) 

Peak EQE (%) 9.1 26.3 32.1 34.8 61.7 

EQE @ 1000 cd m-2 5.5 23.5 30.0 33.5 60.4 

EQE @ 10000 cd m-2 -- 14.8 25.4 29.5 55.2 

Peak PE (lm W-1) 26 99 135 129 235 

PE (lm W-1)  

@ 1000 cd m-2 
11 66 95 101 189 

PE (lm W-1)  

@ 10000 cd m-2 
-- 31 62 68 143 

L0 (cd m-2) 3310 10460 15700 16650 29687 

LT95 (h) @ L0 3.0 3.4 21.3 170.7 170.7 

LT95 (h)a @ 1000 cd m-2 21 152 1900 15400 38800 

LT50 (h)b @ 1000 cd m-2 1.15×103 1.22×104 6.91×105 9.59×106 -- 

a Estimated from the equation LT(L1) = LT (L0)(L0/L1)
n, where n is from the experimental 

data, i.e., n=1.64, 1.62, 1.63, 1.60 for Devices 1-4, respectively; b Extrapolated 

operational lifetime by fitting experimental curves of Devices 1-4 at 5 mA cm-2 using 

equation L/L0= exp[−(t/ε)β]; c Device 4 is remeasured with out-coupling enhancement by 

attaching an index matching gel coated photodiode to the glass substrate. 

The device operational stabilities of Devices 1-4 were also examined. Figure 

3.14a-c show the normalized electroluminescent intensity versus operational time for 

Devices 1-4 at constant driving current densities of 20, 10 and 5 mA cm-2. All the key 

device performance data are summarized in Table 3.2. Given that the display industry is 

trying to minimize the image sticking effect as well as differential aging effect on the 

displays, LT95 lifetimes were chosen as metrics and experimentally determined.[97] At a 

constant driving current density of 20 mA cm-2, the LT95 values of Devices 1-4 were 3.0, 

3.4, 21.3, and 170.7 h with initial luminance (L0) of 3310, 10460, 15700, and 16650 cd 

m-2 respectively, indicating the operational stabilities were greatly improved as dopant 

concentrations increased. Lifetime (LT) at different luminance values can be estimated 
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using the formula LT(L1) = LT(L0)(L0/L1)
n, where L1 is the desired luminance, and n is 

the escalation factor.[24] As shown in the inset of Figure 3.14d, n values for Devices 1-4 

were determined by fitting the formula LT95L0
n= constant with LT95 at 20, 10, and 5 mA 

cm-2 and the corresponding L0, and obtained the values of 1.64, 1.62, 1.63, and 1.60 

respectively.[98, 99] The LT95 at 1000 cd m-2 for Device 4 is estimated to be 15400 h. 

Such superior operational stability is consistent with the reversible oxidation and 

reduction behaviour of Pd3O8-P in solution (Figure 3.9), a short τ of 0.62 μs for Pd3O8-P 

aggregates, and the potentially large spacing among the discrete excitonic aggregates, 

which could suppress TTA, TPQ and other degradation pathways. Moreover, the half-

lifetime LT50 was also extrapolated by using an empirical method based on the stretched 

exponential decay equation L/L0= exp[−(t/ε)β],[13, 98] where ε and β are 

phenomenological parameters. Figure 3.14d shows the extrapolated LT50 lifetimes of 

Devices 1-4 based on the plots of measured EL intensity versus time at a constant current 

density of 5 mA cm-2. The LT50 of Device 4 was fitted to be 7.8×105 h with initial 

brightness of 4800 cd m-2, and estimated to be 9.59×106 h at 1000 cd m-2, which is ten 

times better than the state-of-the-art iridium-based yellow OLED device in a more 

sophisticated device structure.[100] To the authors’ best knowledge, Device 4 is the most 

stable reported OLED among all of the emissive materials on the public domain.[33, 56, 

79, 100–102] In summary, the extraordinary performance of Pd3O8-P devices with high 

EQE and superior operational stability demonstrates the utility of phosphorescent 

molecular aggregates as emitters for display and lighting applications. Pd3O8-P based 

devices can be further optimized with utilization of the state-of-the-art charge 

transporting and charge blocking materials. 
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3.1.4 Conclusion 

It has been demonstrated that phosphorescent molecular aggregates can realize 

efficient and stable OLEDs with largely reduced efficiency roll-off. In the host-free 

environment, Pd3O8-P aggregates demonstrated a 100-fold reduction in luminescent 

lifetime with a τ of 0.62 μs relative to its monomer form, a close to unity PLQY, and 

predominant horizontal emitting dipoles at room temperature. Additionally, a host-free 

Pd3O8-P device showed a peak EQE of 34.8% with an emission peak of 588 nm and an 

emission half bandwidth of 84 nm, maintained very high EQEs of 33.5% at 1000 cd m-2 

and 29.5% at 10000 cd m-2, and exhibited an estimated LT50 lifetime of 9.59 million 

hours at 1000 cd m-2. The outstanding device performance indicated phosphorescent 

molecular aggregates can be a feasible emitter candidate for lighting and display 

applications. The remarkable electrochemical stability of Pd3O8-P demonstrated in the 

device settings, coupled with the fact that Pd3O8-P has a triplet in the blue emitting 

region, provides some promise the tetradentate complex design may assist the 

development of efficient and long-lived blue OLEDs in the future. 

3.2 Efficient and Stable Molecular Aggregate Based Organic Light-Emitting Diodes with 

Judicious Ligand Design 

3.2.1 Background 

Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) technology has been widely adopted in the 

mobile displays and TV applications, and is becoming one of potential candidates for 

next generation solid-state lighting products due to its high electron to photon conversion 

efficiency and compatibility with flexible substrate, which generates a great deal of 

interests within the academic and industrial communities.[103, 20, 16, 28, 4, 5, 72] 
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Driven by the technological needs for high-resolution mobile displays and more cost-

effective lighting products, further development of efficient and stable OLEDs operating 

at high brightness will be highly desired.[73, 104, 30] However, such OLEDs with high 

brightness tend to suffer a sharp decline in efficiency (known as an efficiency roll-off) 

and experience an expedited degradation process due to possible triplet-triplet 

annihilation (TTA) and triplet-polaron quenching (TPQ) processes.[30, 33, 74, 75] More 

materials and device development efforts will be needed to overcome such technical 

challenges and expedite the commercialization of OLEDs for display and lighting 

applications. 

In contrast to the conventional approaches of adopting a co-host structure for a 

moderately doped emissive layer to operate high-brightness OLED,[78, 105] 

phosphorescent molecular aggregate based OLED also demonstrated a great promise.[40, 

50, 84, 67, 23, 49] An OLED device employing a polycrystalline film of Pt(II) bis[3-(tri-

fluoro-methyl)-5-(2-pyridyl)-pyrazolate], i.e. Pt(fppz)2, exhibited a high peak external 

quantum efficiency (EQE) of 38.8% on a bare glass substrate.[49] Moreover, the OLED 

utilizing an amorphous film of a tetradentate Pd(II) complex, i.e. Pd(II) 7-(3-(pyridine-2-

yl-κN)phenoxy-κC)(benzo[4,5]imidazo-κN)([1,2-f]phenanthridine-κC) (Pd3O8-P), can 

realize a peak EQE of 34.8%, retain an EQE of 33.5% and demonstrate an estimated LT95 

(time to 95% of the initial luminance) lifetime of 15391 hours at 1000 cd m-2. Such 

excellent device performance indicated that phosphorescent molecular aggregate can be 

one of feasible emitter candidates for future display and lighting applications. The nature 

of amorphous emissive layer will ensure the success of producing uniform self-

illuminating devices through the large-scale manufacturing process, while there is a 
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limited knowledge of key factors for such emissive materials to achieve a high 

photoluminescent quantum efficiency and exhibit a preferred horizontal emitting dipole 

orientation at their aggregate form.[68, 69, 92, 106–108] Thus, further progress of 

molecular aggregate based OLED hinges on the continued development of new emissive 

materials and the optimization of their materials deign principle. 

In the second part of this chapter, the electrochemical and photophysical 

properties of four Pd(II) complexes including two new derivatives of Pd3O8-P, i.e. Pd(II) 

7-(3-(pyridine-2-yl-κN)phenoxy-κC)(benzo-κC)([c]benzo[4,5]imidazo-κN)[1,2-

a][1,8]naphthyridine (Pd3O8-Py2) and Pd(II) 7-(3-(pyridine-2-yl-κN)phenoxy-

κC)(benzo-κC)([c]benzo[4,5]imidazo-κN)[1,2-a][1,5]naphthyridine (Pd3O8-Py5), were 

examined. Their chemical structures are shown in the inset of Figure 3.19. This study 

indicated that the slight structural changes can modify the hole and electron transporting 

capabilities and alter the horizontal emitting dipole ratios of aggregates in the thin film, 

and the latter of which were also sensitive to the thin film deposition conditions including 

the deposition rate and the choice of the templating layer. By optimizing thin film 

deposition conditions, a Pd3O8-Py5 based OLED device achieved a peak EQE of 37.3%, 

retained high EQEs of 36.0% and 32.5% at 1000 and 10000 cd m-2 respectively. Such 

device also demonstrated an outstanding operational stability with a measured LT95 

lifetime of 504 h at the brightness of 17304 cd m-2 corresponding to an estimated LT95 

lifetime of 48246 h at 1000 cd m-2. 

3.2.2 Experimental Section 

Materials and regents: All commercial reagents were purchased and used as 

received without further purification. CuI and picolinic acid were purchased from Sigma 
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Aldrich. K3PO4 were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Silica gel (40-60μm) was purchased 

from Agela Technologies and BDH. Solvent DMSO was purchased from Alfa Aesar. The 

reaction was carried out under an inert N2 atmosphere in oven-dried glassware. External 

bath temperatures were used to record all reaction temperatures. 

 

Figure 3.15 Synthesis of ligand 3O8-Py2. 

Figure 3.15 shows the synthetic method of ligand 3O8-Py2. To a three-necked 

flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added benzo[c]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-

a][1,8]naphthyridin-7-ol (0.50 g, 1.75 mmol, 1 eq), 2-(3-bromophenyl)pyridine (0.49 g, 

2.10 mmol, 1.2 eq), picolinic acid (0.043 g, 0.35 mmol, 0.2 eq), K3PO4 (0.74 g, 3.50 

mmol, 2.0 eq), and CuI (0.067 g, 0.35 mmol, 0.2 eq). Then the flask underwent the 

procedure of the evacuation and backfill with nitrogen for three times. Solvent of DMSO 

(20 mL) was added under the protection of nitrogen. Then the mixture was stirred in an 

oil bath at 100 ℃ for 3 days, then cooled down to ambient temperature. The solid was 

filtered off and washed with ethyl acetate. The filtrate was concentrated under reduced 

pressure. Then the residue was purified through column chromatography on silica gel 

using dichloromethane/ethyl acetate as eluent to obtain the desired product 3O8-Py2 as a 

light orange solid (0.53 g, yield: 68%). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, δ): 9.17(d, J = 8.6 

Hz, 1H), 8.99 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 8.85 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 8.68-8.61 (m, 2H), 8.09-8.04 
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(m, 3H), 7.99 (s, 1H), 7.96-7.86 (m, 2H), 7.83-7.76 (m, 1H), 7.70-7.64 (m, 2H), 7.56-

7.48 (m, 2H), 7.40-7.35 (m, 2H). 

 

Figure 3.16 Synthesis of Pd3O8-Py2. 

The synthetic route of Pd3O8-Py2 is presented in Figure 3.16. To a three-necked 

flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added ligand 3O8-Py2 (0.50 g, 1.14 mmol, 1 eq), 

Pd(OAc)2 (0.28 g, 1.25 mmol, 1.1 eq), and Bu4NBr (0.040 g, 0.11 mmol, 0.1 eq). Then 

the flask underwent the procedure of the evacuation and backfill with nitrogen for three 

times. Solvent of HOAc (70 mL) was added under the protection of nitrogen. Then the 

mixture was stirred in an oil bath under reflux for 3 days, then cooled down to ambient 

temperature. The mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. Then the residue was 

purified through column chromatography on Al2O3 using dichloromethane as eluent to 

obtain the desired product Pd3O8-Py2 as a light yellow solid (0.32 g, yield: 51%). The 

product (0.32 g) was further purified by sublimation in a four-zone thermal-gradient 

furnace under high vacuum to obtain yellow crystal (0.25 g, yield: 78%). 1H NMR 

(DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, δ): 9.36-9.32 (m, 1H), 9.27 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 8.92 (d, J = 4.3 

Hz, 1H), 8.81 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 8.57 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 8.33 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 8.26 

(d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 8.20-8.13 (m, 1H), 7.86-7.79 (m, 2H), 7.76-7.69 (m, 2H), 7.67-7.59 

(m, 2H), 7.35 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H). 
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Figure 3.17 Synthesis of ligand 3O8-Py5. 

The synthetic route of ligand 3O8-Py5 is shown in Figure 3.17. To a three-necked 

flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added benzo[c]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-

a][1,5]naphthyridin-7-ol (1.20 g, 4.23 mmol, 1 eq), 2-(3-bromophenyl)pyridine (1.18 g, 

5.07 mmol, 1.2 eq), picolinic acid (0.11 g, 0.85 mmol, 0.2 eq), K3PO4 (1.80 g, 8.50 

mmol, 2.0 eq), and CuI (0.16 g, 0.85 mmol, 0.2 eq). Then the flask underwent the 

procedure of the evacuation and backfill with nitrogen for three times. Solvent of DMSO 

(40 mL) was added under the protection of nitrogen. Then the mixture was stirred in an 

oil bath at 100 ℃ for 3 days, then cooled down to ambient temperature. The solid was 

filtered off and washed with ethyl acetate. The filtrate was concentrated under reduced 

pressure. Then the residue was purified through column chromatography on silica gel 

using dichloromethane/ethyl acetate as eluent to obtain the desired product 3O8-Py5 as a 

light orange solid (1.30 g, yield: 70%). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, δ): 9.13 (d, J = 

7.8 Hz, 1H), 9.10-9.05(m, 1H), 8.84 (d, J = 4.2 Hz, 1H), 8.79 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 8.64 (d, 

J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 8.10-8.03 (m, 3H), 7.98 (s, 1H), 7.93-7.86 (m, 2H), 7.71-7.63 (m, 3H), 

7.52-7.46 (m, 2H), 7.40-7.34 (m, 2H). 
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Figure 3.18 Synthesis of Pd3O8-Py5. 

Figure 3.18 depicts the synthetic method of Pd3O8-Py5. To a three-necked flask 

equipped with a magnetic stir bar, added ligand 3O8-Py5 (0.72 g, 1.64 mmol, 1 eq), 

Pd(OAc)2 (0.41 g, 1.81 mmol, 1.1 eq), and Bu4NBr (0.052 g, 0.16 mmol, 0.1 eq). Then 

the flask underwent the procedure of the evacuation and backfill with nitrogen for three 

times. Solvent of HOAc (100 mL) was added under the protection of nitrogen. Then the 

mixture was stirred in an oil bath under reflux for 3 days, then cooled down to ambient 

temperature. The mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. Then the residue was 

purified through column chromatography on Al2O3 using dichloromethane as eluent to 

obtain the desired product Pd3O8-Py5 as a light yellow solid (0.68 g, yeild: 76%). The 

product (0.68 g) was further purified by sublimation in a four-zone thermal-gradient 

furnace under high vacuum to obtain yellow crystal (0.49 g, yield:72%). 1H NMR 

(DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, δ): 9.26-9.19 (m, 1H), 9.11 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 9.04 (d, J = 7.6 

Hz, 1H), 8.83 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 1H), 8.31 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 8.24 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 8.16-

8.07 (m, 2H), 7.79-7.61 (m, 4H), 7.57 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.47 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.30 

(t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.20 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H). 

3.2.3 Results and Discussion 

Pd3O3 has a symmetric tetradentate cyclometalating ligand compromising of a 

pair of phenyl-pyridine ligand components. It has been well documented that Pd3O3 has 
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more favorable electron transporting capability, which requires a high-energy electron-

blocking material to ensure a strong charge confinement inside of emissive layer and 

achieve a high device efficiency.[56] Thus, the replacement of one phenyl-pyridine group 

with benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-f]phenanthridine will potentially enhance its hole 

transporting functionality for Pd3O8-P, which could provide a key role to support 

efficient and stable device operation in a typical host-free device setting, since Pd(II) 

complex needs to act as effective hole and electron conductors in addition to generate 

electroluminescent emission. Furthermore, the addition of the aza atoms on the phenyl 

ring in the benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-f]phenanthridine moiety of Pd3O8-P, e.g. Pd3O8-Py2 

and Pd3O8-Py5, will lead to modest changes in their hole and electron transporting 

functionalities, resulting in a possibly broadened exciton formation zone and potential 

device performance improvement. 

-2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5

Potential (V vs Fc
+
/Fc)  

Figure 3.19 Cyclic voltammogram and chemical structures of Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, 

Pd3O8-Py2, and Pd3O8-Py5. 

The electrochemical properties of these four Pd(II) complexes were examined by 

performing the cyclic voltammetry in a solution of anhydrous DMF, as shown in Figure 
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3.19. The oxidation and reduction potentials were determined by differential pulse 

voltammetry versus an internal ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc) reference. All four Pd(II) 

complexes showed similar values in their oxidation (0.40 - 0.42 V) and first reduction 

potentials (-2.37 - -2.42 V), indicating similar HOMO and LUMO energy levels for all of 

them, which are presented in Figure 3.19. Pd3O3 exhibited a quasi-reversible reduction 

peak at -2.40 V and an irreversible oxidation peak at 0.42 V. The reduction process of 

Pd3O3 mainly occurred at the pyridyl ring of the cyclometalating ligand, and its 

oxidation is considered a Pd(II)-aryl centered process, which is often irreversible due to 

the effect of solvent on square planar Pd(II) ions.[109] On the other hand, Pd3O8-P 

appeared to have a reversible oxidation, indicating a relocation of oxidation site from the 

Pd(II) center to the phenanthridine fragment of the ligand. For similar reasons, 

Pd3O8-Py5 exhibited a quasi-reversible oxidation process in addition to two reversible 

reduction peaks at -2.37 and -2.59 V. It should be noted the second reduction peak of 

Pd3O8-Py5 can be attributed to the pyridyl group on the benzo[c]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-

a][1,5]naphthyridine moiety of the ligand. Moreover, the DFT calculations of these four 

Pd(II) complexes (Figure 3.20) also suggested that their LUMO was localized largely on 

the pyridyl orbitals of the phenyl pyridine fragment, and HOMO consisted mainly of a 

mixture of phenyl-π and Pd-d orbitals, both of which are consistent with the 

electrochemical analysis. Pd3O8-Py2 demonstrated both irreversible reduction and 

oxidation processes (Figure 3.19), which can be possibly attributed to its poor solubility 

in DMF solvent and potential destabilization of the 2-aza atom on Pd3O8-Py2 cations 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.20 Reduction and oxidation peak potentials, corresponding HOMO and LUMO 

levels, and density functional theory (DFT) calculation of HOMO and LUMO for Pd3O3, 

Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5. 

The room-temperature absorption spectra in dichloromethane and 77 K 

photoluminescent spectra in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran of Pd3O3 and Pd3O8-Py5 are 

shown in Figure 3.21. For both complexes, the distinct strong absorption peaks between 

250 and 370 nm (ε = 0.6-6.6×104 M-1 cm-1) can be assigned to 1(π-π*) transitions on the 

cyclometalating ligand. The weak absorption bands between 370 and 440 nm were 

attributed to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (1MLCT) transitions involving both the 

cyclometalating ligand and the palladium ion. Pd3O8-Py5 displayed an almost identical 

absorption pattern to Pd3O8-Py2 and previously reported Pd3O8-P (shown in Figure 

3.22). Compared to Pd3O3, Pd3O8-Py5 showed more intensive 1(π-π*) transitions at a 
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longer wavelength range owing to its relatively larger conjugated ligand system, and a 

higher 1MLCT transition energy with a cut-off at 405 nm. As shown in Figure 3.21 and 

Figure 3.22, all 4 Pd complexes exhibited similar monomer emission peaks between 464-

466 nm at 77 K while they showed  slightly red-shifted monomer emission spectra 

peaking between 468-470 nm at room temperature. Thus, their emission spectra with 

pronounced vibronic features and small rigidochromic shift (i.e. energy difference in their 

emission peaks at room temperature and 77 K) indicated that their lowest triplet states are 

predominant ligand centred states (3LC) with minimal MLCT admixtures. At a high 

concentration, pronounced broad emissions in the range 520-700 nm were observed for 

all four Pd complexes (Figure 3.22), which were attributed to the phosphorescent 

molecular aggregate emission.  
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Figure 3.21 Room-temperature absorption and 77 K photoluminescent spectra of Pd3O3 

and Pd3O8-Py5. 
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Figure 3.22 Room-temperature absorption, and room-temperature and 77 K 

photoluminescent spectra of (a) Pd3O3, (b)Pd3O8-P, (c) Pd3O8-Py2 and (d) Pd3O8-Py5. 

The PL spectra of 20-nm-thick Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 

thin films on TriPCz/quartz substrates are measured and shown in Figure 3.26a. They all 

exhibited exclusive aggregate emission with similar peak values in the range between 578 

and 590 nm with high thin film photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) values between 

0.79±0.1 and 0.88±0.1. Compared to Pd3O3, films of Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and 

Pd3O8-Py5 demonstrated narrower emission spectra with full width half maximum 

(FWHM) of 82-84 nm. The transient PL decays of Pd3O3, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 

thin films on glass substrate were measured at 580 nm at room temperature, as shown in 

Figure 3.23, and demonstrated mono-exponential emission decays with transient lifetimes 
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of 1.65, 0.70 and 0.67 µs, respectively, similar to previously reported Pd3O8-P film,  

which indicated that such red-shifted emission is likely originated from the singlet and 

triplet metal-metal-to-ligand charge transfer (1,3MMLCT) states.[49, 50] It should also be 

noted that these vapor-deposited Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 films showed weak and 

broadened XRD peak (shown in Figure 3.24) similar to Pd3O8-P film, suggesting 

majority of amorphous film formed in the vapor deposition process. Additionally, angle-

dependent PL intensities of the p-polarized light at 580 nm of Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, 

Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 films on TrisPCz/glass were also measured and illustrated in 

Figure 3.25. The horizontal emitting dipole ratios (Θ) of their molecular aggregates were 

determined, and added to Figure 3.26a inset, where Θ is defined as the ratio of the 

horizontal emitting dipoles to the total emitting dipoles. Compared with symmetric 

Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P exhibited an improved Θ value to 90%. Further structural modification 

of Pd3O8-P with additional aza atoms, i.e. Pd3O8-Py5 and Pd3O8-Py2, increased Θ 

values to 95%, which indicated a predominant horizontal emitting dipole orientation for 

Pd3O8-Py5 and Pd3O8-Py2 aggregates, making them ideal emissive materials for OLED 

applications.  
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Figure 3.23 Transient PL decays of 20-nm-thick Pd3O3, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 

films measured at 580 nm at room temperature. 
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Figure 3.24 Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of neat 30 nm Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 

films. 
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Figure 3.25 Experimentally obtained angle-dependent PL intensities of the p-polarized 

light for 20-nm-thick Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 films with 

deposition rate of 0.3 Å s-1 grown a) on glass substrates and b) on TriPCz/glass. 

To evaluate the electroluminescent properties and operational stability of Pd3O3, 

Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 aggregates in device settings, devices were 

fabricated and tested with a general structure of ITO (100 nm)/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD 

(70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ EML (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al 

(100 nm), where EML is Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 film 

respectively. All their device data are collected and summarized in Table 3.3, and 

selectively presented in Figure 3.26 and Figure A.2. Due to poor solubility of Pd3O8-Py2 

in all general organic solvents, the purity of Pd3O8-Py2 might not be deemed satisfactory 

even after repeated sublimations, which is considered to be an essential prerequisite to the 

meaningful device operational stability studies. Thus, the following discussion will focus 

the analysis on the devices based on Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P and Pd3O8-Py5 in the next 

sections. 

As illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.26b, Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P and Pd3O8-Py5 

based devices exhibited similar turn-on voltages (defined as the voltage required to 
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achieve external brightness of 1 cd m-2) in the range of 2.34 and 2.45 V due to their 

similar HOMO and LUMO energy levels. However, Pd3O8-P based device demonstrated 

the highest driving voltage of 4.65 V to reach the current density of 20 mA cm-2, 

indicating a higher resistance than Pd3O3. The addition of 5-aza atom for Pd3O8-Py5 

reduced the device driving voltage to 4.41 V to reach 20 mA cm-2 due to a potential 

improvement in its electron conductivity.  
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Figure 3.26 a) Photoluminescent spectra of the emitter thin films and electroluminescent 

spectra of the Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 based devices. b) Current 

density–voltage characteristics, c) EQE versus luminance, and d) plots of relative 

luminance versus operational time at a constant current density of 20 mA cm-2 for 

Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P and Pd3O8-Py5 based devices. The general device structure is ITO/ 

HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ emitter (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ 

BPyTP (50 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al (100 nm). EQE versus luminance of the devices with 
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optical outcoupling enhancement were measured by applying index matching gel 

between silicon photodiode and glass substrate. 

As shown in Figure 3.26a, all devices showed exclusive and redshifted aggregate 

emission in comparison to the observed PL spectra of their corresponding emitter thin 

films. Such discrepancies can be attributed to the effect of the optical cavity device 

settings on the EL spectra measured in the forward direction. Additionally, the device 

efficiencies exhibited a large degree of variation due to the choice of emissive materials. 

The peak EQEs of Pd3O8-Py5, Pd3O8-P and Pd3O3 based devices are 37.3%, 34.8% 

and 29.8% respectively (Figure 3.26c), which could be attributed to the difference of their 

Θ values of 95%, 90% and 85%. It is worth mentioning that Pd3O8-Py5 device retained 

high EQEs of 36.0% and 32.5% at 1000 and 10000 cd m-2 respectively, indicating that 

Pd3O8-Py5 based device had a broader exciton recombination zone, leading to 

suppressed TTA and TPQ processes and a reduced efficiency roll-off. Moreover, by 

applying an index matching gel between silicon photodiode and the OLED glass substrate 

without an air gap, the device efficiency consisting of both air mode and substrate mode 

(EQEair+sub) was remeasured.[12, 94] The peak EQEair+sub of Pd3O8-Py5 device was 

increased to 67.4% with around 80% enhancement. The observation of similar efficiency 

enhancement for all devices indicated that phosphorescent emitters with predominant 

horizontal emitting dipoles could not only produce more photons in the air mode but also 

generate more photons trapped in the substrate mode.  
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Table 3.3 Device performance data summary for Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and 

Pd3O8-Py5 based devices. 

Devices Pd3O3 Pd3O8-P Pd3O8-Py2 Pd3O8-Py5 Pd3O8-Py5-f 

Deposition rate of emitter 0.3 Å s-1 0.3 Å s-1 0.3 Å s-1 0.3 Å s-1 2.4 Å s-1 

λmax [nm] 600 588 590 592 592 

Peak EQE [%] 29.8 34.8 33.9 37.3 34.0 

EQE (%) @ 1000 cd m-2 28.8 33.5 31.2 36.0 31.0 

EQE (%) @ 10000 cd m-2 24.5 29.5 26.8 32.5 25.5 

Peak PE [lm W-1] 94.1 129.0 137.0 140.7 129.0 

PE [lm W-1] @ 1000 cd m-2 74.1 101.0 100.8 105.8 92.3 

PE [lm W-1]  

@ 10000 cd m-2 
48.4 67.4 65.4 74.0 57.7 

L0 [cd m-2] 12098 16650 15466 17304 13789 

LT95 @ L0 [h] 4 171 28 504 50 

LT95 @ 1000 cd m-2 [h]a) 215 15391 2240 48246 3328 

Peak EQEair+sub [%] 52.9 61.7 63.9 67.4 62.3 

EQEair+sub [%]  

@ 1000 cd m-2 
51.9 60.4 60.7 66.2 58.9 

EQEair+sub [%]  

@ 10000 cd m-2 
46.7 55.3 54.8 61.9 51.3 

Peak PEair+sub [lm W-1] 166.8 234.5 268.8 253.4 241.8 

PEair+sub [lm W-1]  

@ 1000 cd m-2 
138.0 189.4 196.4 201.5 181.6 

PEair+sub [lm W-1]  

@ 10000 cd m-2 
102.6 142.8 146.8 155.0 130.0 

a) Estimated from the equation LT(L1) = LT (L0)(L0/L1)
n, where n is 1.60. 

The device operational stabilities of Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P and Pd3O8-Py5 devices at 

a constant driving current density of 20 mA cm-2 were examined, as shown in Figure 

3.26d. Given that the display industry is trying to minimize the image sticking effect as 

well as differential aging effect on the displays, LT95 lifetime was chosen as metrics and 

experimentally determined.[97] The measured LT95 value of Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P and 

Pd3O8-Py5 devices was 4, 17 and 504 h respectively. Compared to Pd3O3 with possibly 

poor hole mobility, Pd3O8-P has improved its hole transporting capability with the 
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addition of benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-f]phenanthridine component, leading to a broadened 

exciton recombination zone and an improved device operational stability. Further 

balanced hole and electron conductivities with the existence of 5-aza atom for 

Pd3O8-Py5 appeared to play an effective role in increasing LT95 value at 20 mA cm-2 to 

504 h with close to 200% enhancement compared to Pd3O8-P device. It is worth noting 

that a small structural change between Pd3O8-P and Pd3O8-Py5 could lead to drastic 

improvement in both device efficiency and operational stability, which completely 

validate the significance of maintaining a robust material development effort for the rapid 

growth of organic semiconductor industries. Moreover, lifetime (LT) at different 

luminance value can be estimated using the formula LT(L1) = LT(L0)(L0/L1)
n, where L1 is 

the desired luminance, and the escalation factor n value is based on the experimentally 

obtained n of 1.60 for Pd3O8-P devices.[98] As a result, Pd3O8-Py5 device demonstrated 

a long estimated LT95 lifetime of 48246 h at 1000 cd m-2, to the authors’ best knowledge, 

which is the most stable reported OLED among all of emissive materials on the public 

domain.[19, 33, 56, 79, 100–102, 111] 
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Figure 3.27 a) Experimentally obtained angle-dependent PL intensities of the p-polarized 

light for 20-nm-thick Pd3O8-Py5 films with various deposition rates of 0.03, 0.3, 1.0, 2.4 

Å s-1 grown on glass substrate (top), 10-nm-thick TriPCz/glass substrate (middle), and 

experimentally obtained angle-dependent PL intensities of the p-polarized light for 

20-nm-thick Pd3O8-Py5 thin films with fixed rate of 0.3 Å s-1 grown on template layers 

of TriPCz deposited at various rates of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.8 Å s-1 (bottom). b) EQE versus 

luminance, c) PE versus luminance and d) plots of relative luminance versus operational 

time at a constant current density of 20 mA cm-2 for two devices by depositing 

Pd3O8-Py5 at 0.3 and 2.4 Å s-1 in a general structure ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 

nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ Pd3O8-Py5 (20 nm, x Å s-1)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50 nm)/ LiF 

(1 nm)/ Al (100 nm).  

To further investigate the influence of the deposition condition on the quality of 

aggregate emissive layers, a series of Pd3O8-Py5 films were prepared at various 

deposition rates and on various substrates. Figure 3.27a shows the angle-dependent PL 

intensities of the p-polarized light for Pd3O8-Py5 films with various deposition rates of 

0.03, 0.3, 1.0 and 2.4 Å s-1. At the deposition rate ranging from 0.03 to 2.4 Å s-1 on a bare 

glass, Pd3O8-Py5 films maintained identical Θ values of 90%. On the other hand, the 

glass substrate with pre-deposited 10-nm-thick TrisPCz increased Θ values of 

Pd3O8-Py5 aggregates to 95% at moderate deposition rates between 0.03 and 1.0 Å s-1, 

and decreased the Θ value to 85% with a deposition rate of 2.4 Å s-1. In addition, the 

TrisPCz layer deposition rate appeared to have no effect on the quality of Pd3O8-Py5 
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films. The Θ values of Pd3O8-Py5 thin films were kept at a constant value of 95% with 

various pre-deposited TriPCz layers. 

Provided that Pd3O8-Py5 thin films with deposition rate below 1.0 Å s-1 showed 

almost identical Θ values, two devices with Pd3O8-Py5 layer at the deposition rate of 0.3 

and 2.4 Å s-1 (named as Pd3O8-Py5_s and Pd3O8-Py5_f devices respectively) were 

fabricated and studied. As shown in Figure 3.27b, compared to the peak EQE of 37.3% 

for Pd3O8-Py5_s device, Pd3O8-Py5_f device displayed a smaller peak EQE of 34.0%, 

which could be attributed to its smaller Θ value of 85%. Moreover, a more pronounced 

efficiency roll-off was observed for Pd3O8-Py5_f device, which exhibited EQEs of 

31.0 % and 25.5% at 1000 and 10000 cd m-2 respectively. Similarly, Pd3O8-Py5_f device 

exhibited a much shortened measured LT95 lifetime of 50 h with an initial brightness of 

13789 cd m-2, as shown in Figure 3.27d. It becomes apparent that the quality of aggregate 

emissive layer is susceptible to the thin film deposition conditions, which could modify 

the charge recombination and exciton formation processes inside of emissive layer, 

leading to the variation in device efficiency and operational stability. For an optimized 

Pd3O8-Py5 device, it exhibited a peak power efficiency (PE) of 140.7 lm W-1, and 

maintained a high PE of 105.8 lm W-1 at 1000 cd m-2 (Figure 3.27c), which is attributed 

to its high EQE and low corresponding driving voltage. Moreover, by utilizing the 

photons trapped in air and substrate mode, its remeasured peak PEair+sub was increased to 

253.4 lm W-1, and the device PE air+sub can reach 201.5 lm W-1 at 1000 cd m-2. Such a high 

efficacy amber light panel (blue light free) can make a strong impact on the development 

of specialized lighting products for medical and automobile applications, indicating a 
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great potential of utilizing phosphorescent molecular aggregates for future lighting 

applications.  

3.2.4 Conclusion 

In summary, the electrochemical and photophysical properties of four tetradentate 

Pd(II) complexes with judicious ligand design, i.e. Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and 

Pd3O8-Py5, were examined. By optimizing the thin film deposition condition, a host-free 

OLED device employing Pd3O8-Py5 aggregates achieved a peak EQE of 37.3% and a 

reduced efficiency roll-off with high EQEs of 36.0% and 32.5% at 1000 and 10000 cd 

m-2 respectively. Moreover, such efficient device also demonstrated a long measured 

LT95 lifetime of over 500 h with an initial brightness of 17304 cd m-2 corresponding to an 

estimated LT95 of 48246 h at 1000 cd m-2, which is the most stable reported OLED 

among all of emissive materials on the public domain. Such outstanding performance 

demonstrated the great potential of square planar Pd(II) complexes as emissive materials 

for display and lighting applications. Moreover, the further improved device efficiency 

can be expected by utilizing the low-refractive-index charge transporting and blocking 

materials to maximize device outcoupling efficiency.[16, 112, 113]  
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4 STABLE AND EFFICIENT NEAR-INFRARED ORGANIC LIGHT-EMITTING 

DIODES EMPLOYING A PLATINUM(II) PORPHYRIN COMPLEX 

4.1 Background 

Near-infrared light-emitting diodes have been intensively investigated by 

academics and industrial professionals for their application in biometric authentication as 

well as in night vision displays and telecommunications.[114–116] Most recently, there 

has been a specific interest in near-infrared organic light-emitting diodes (NIR OLEDs) 

as they show distinct advantages over their inorganic counterparts due to their 

compatibility with flexible substrates, high-resolution patterning, and fabrication with 

low-cost vapor deposition process.[42, 49, 73, 103] An increasing demand for 

applications in the NIR region has driven the development of NIR OLEDs with an 

emission spectrum beyond 900 nm. Typically, OLEDs within the near-infrared emission 

region experience poor device efficiencies which can be attributed to inefficient emissive 

materials or poorly designed device architectures.[114] Moreover, NIR OLEDs have to 

be operated at a high current density range to reach a targeted output optical power for 

practical applications which consequently results in expedited device degradation. Thus, 

there is an urgent need to develop efficient and stable NIR OLEDs from the perspective 

of both emissive material development and device structure optimization. 

Among all the emissive material candidates for NIR OLEDs, including 

fluorescent materials[117–121], thermally activated delayed fluorescent materials,[18, 

122] lanthanide complexes,[123–125] and transition-metal-based complexes,[52, 126–

129, 40] phosphorescent porphyrin-based complexes have shown a lot of promise due to 

their narrow spectral bandwidth, comparatively high photoluminescent quantum 
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efficiency in the deep NIR region, and notable performance in stable device 

operations.[7, 130, 131] Near-infrared OLEDs based on a Pt(II)-porphyrin complex, i.e. 

Pt(II)-tetraphenyltetrabenzoporphyrin (PtTPTBP), reported by Thompson and co-

workers, exhibited a peak external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 8.5% in a strong charge 

confined device structure,[132] and an operational lifetime of LT90 (time to 90% of the 

initial photo current) longer than 1000 h at 40 mA cm-2 in a stable device structure.[131] 

However, the emission spectrum of such device peaked only at 772 nm with the majority 

of electroluminescent wavelengths shorter than 800 nm. 

Two strategies have been extensively explored to shift the emission wavelength of 

porphyrin complexes towards a deep NIR spectral region. One approach is to develop 

Pt(II)-azaporphyrin complexes, through which the conjugation systems are modified by 

replacing one or multiple meso carbon atoms with nitrogen atoms on the 

tetrabenzoporphyrin ring. For example, cis-PtN2TBP and PtNTBP demonstrated largely 

bathochromic-shifted emissions peaking at 848 and 846 nm respectively compared to 

PtTPTBP, although the electroluminescent (EL) spectra was deemed unsatisfactory due 

to the small portion (~5%) of emitting photons with wavelengths longer than 900 nm.[39] 

The other approach focuses on decorating the pyrrolic rings with π-extended conjugation 

system. Schanze and co-workers reported a family of π-extended PtTPTBP derivatives, 

for which Pt(II) tetraphenyltetranaphthoporphyrin (PtTPTNP) and Pt(II) tetra(3,5-di-tert-

butylphenyl)tetraanthroporphyrin (PtAr4TAP) exhibited further bathochromic-shifted 

electroluminescent emissions peaking at 900 and 1005 nm, respectively.[41, 130, 133] 

However, PtAr4TAP was too heavy to be sublimed for vapor deposited OLEDs, and a 

solution based PLED exhibited a low EQE of 0.20% due to limited sets of suitable 
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functional materials.[133] On the other hand, PtTPTNP based OLEDs showed a highly 

respectable EQE of 3.8% with 50% emitting photons with wavelengths longer than 900 

nm.[130] To develop more stable NIR OLEDs, it will be highly desirable to further 

improve the thermal stability of PtTPTNP, as its high sublimation temperature (>400 °C) 

and low sublimation yield (<10%) presents challenges in maintaining high quality 

material preparation and fabricating potentially stable OLEDs. 

In this chapter, a novel PtTPTNP derivative was developed by introducing 

fluorine atoms on the meta positions of all four phenyl groups in TPTNP, i.e. Pt(II) 

tetra(3,5-difluorophenyl)tetranaphthoporphyrin (PtTPTNP-F8), demonstrating a 

bathochromic-shifted electroluminescent (EL) spectrum peaking at 920 nm with 84% of 

photos with spectral wavelengths of longer than 900 nm. The judicious molecular design 

also improved the thermal stability of PtTPTNP-F8 with a reduced sublimation 

temperature of below 400 °C and an improved sublimation yield of above 90%. 

Moreover, a one-step synthetic method for porphyrin ring has been developed, which can 

significantly simplify the synthetic routes and lower the material synthesis cost. A 

PtTPTNP-F8 based OLED with a carefully selected host achieved a peak EQE of 1.9%, 

and a LT97 lifetime of more than 400 h at a constant current density of 20 mA cm-2. In 

addition, a NIR OLED device using known stable components with PtTPTNP-F8 

demonstrated superior operational stability with a measured LT99 lifetime of longer than 

1000 h at 20 mA cm-2. 

4.2 Experimental Section 

Materials and regents: All commercial reagents were purchased and used as 

received without further purification. 1H-benzo[f]isoindole-1,3(2H)-dione, 2-(3,5-
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difluorophenyl)acetic acid, ZnO, benzonitrile, and anisole were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Platinum(II) chloride (PtCl2) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Dichloromethane 

(DCM) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Hydrochloric acid solution was purchased 

from BDH. All reactions were carried out under an inert N2 atmosphere in oven-dried 

glassware. External bath temperatures were used to record all reaction mixture 

temperatures. For the two porphyrin-based NIR emitters, their synthetic methods are 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

4.2.1 Preparation of PtTPTNP-F8 

Synthesis of ZnTPTNP-F8: 1H-benzo[f]isoindole-1,3(2H)-dione (2.0 g, 10.14 

mmol) and 2-(3,5-difluorophenyl)acetic acid (3.5 g, 20.28 mmol) were loaded into a 

round-bottom flask. The mixture was melted and stirred for 0.5 hour at 200 °C under a 

nitrogen atmosphere. ZnO (0.21 g, 2.54 mmol) was added to the melted mixture, and then 

heated at 310 °C for 5 hours. After that, the reaction mixture was cooled down to room 

temperature, and purified by column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and THF 

(200:1-50:1) as eluent to afford the desired product ZnTPTNP-F8 as a dark-green solid 

(0.87 g, yield: 28%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.99 (d, J=5.0 Hz, 8H), 7.89-7.82 

(m, 8H), 7.80 (s, 8H), 7.65-7.54 (m, 12H). 

Synthesis of H2TPTNP-F8: To a solution of ZnTPTNP-F8 (0.5 g, 0.41mmol) in 20 

mL of dichloromethane (DCM) was added 10 mL of 6 M hydrochloric acid aqueous 

solution. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 minutes, and then was 

extracted with DCM for three times. The combined organic layer was concentrated and 

the residue was purified by column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and hexane 

(1:10-1:2) as eluent to afford the desired product H2TPTNP-F8 as a dark-green solid (0.36 
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g, yield: 76%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.03 (d, J=5.5 Hz, 8H), 7.91-7.70 (m 

16H), 7.62-7.51 (m, 12H). 

Synthesis of PtTPTNP-F8: PtCl2 (0.08 g, 0.292 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL of 

benzonitrile and was stirred for 20 min at 100 °C under a N2 atmosphere. H2TPTNP-F8 

(0.17 g, 0.146 mmol) and 50 mL of anisole was added into the solution, and then the 

mixture was stirred overnight at 160 °C. The mixture was cooled down to room 

temperature, and then the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified through column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and hexane (1:10-1:1) as 

eluent to afford the desired product PtTPTNP-F8 as dark-green powder (0.17g, yield: 

85%). The product was further purified by sublimation in a four-zone thermal-gradient 

furnace under high vacuum (380°C, 4.5×10-6 Torr) to afford the dark-green powder with 

a yield of 91%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CHCl3, δ): 7.94 (d, J=6.5 Hz, 8H), 7.83-7.81 (m, 

8H), 7.72 (s, 8H), 7.60-7.57 (m, 12H). 

4.2.2 Preparation of PtTPTNP 

Synthesis of ZnTPTNP: 1H-benzo[f]isoindole-1,3(2H)-dione (2.0 g, 10.14 mmol) 

and phenylacetic acid (2.8 g, 20.28 mmol) were loaded into a round-bottom flask. The 

mixture was melted and stirred for 0.5 hour at 200 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere. ZnO 

(0.21 g, 2.54 mmol) was added to the melted mixture, and then heated at 310 °C for 5 

hours. After that, the reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature, and 

purified by column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and THF (200:1-50:1) as 

eluent to afford the desired product ZnTPTNP as a dark-green solid (0.60 g, yield: 22%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.31 (d, J=6.5 Hz, 8H), ), 8.07 (t, J=7.3 Hz, 4H), 7.93 (t, 

J=7.5 Hz,, 8H), 7.70-7.64 (m, 12H), 7.45-7.40 (m, 12H). 
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Synthesis of H2TPTNP: To a solution of ZnTPTNP (0.15 g, 0.14 mmol) in 15 mL 

of dichloromethane (DCM) was added 15 mL of 6 M hydrochloric acid aqueous solution. 

The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 minutes, and then was extracted with 

DCM for three times. The combined organic layer was concentrated and the residue was 

purified by column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and hexane (1:10-1:2) as 

eluent to afford the desired product H2TPTNP as a dark-green solid (0.11 g, yield: 80%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.45 (d, J=6.7 Hz, 8H), ), 8.07 (t, J=7.4 Hz, 4H), 7.96 (t, 

J=7.6 Hz,, 8H), 7.76-7.62 (br, 12H), 7.56-7.31 (br, 12H). 

Synthesis of PtTPTNP: PtCl2 (0.026 g, 0.098 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of 

benzonitrile and was stirred for 20 min at 100 °C under a N2 atmosphere. H2TPTNP 

(0.050 g, 0.049 mmol) and 5 mL of anisole was added into the solution, and then the 

mixture was stirred overnight at 160 °C. The mixture was cooled down to room 

temperature, and then the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified through column chromatography on Al2O3 using DCM and hexane (1:10-1:1) as 

eluent to afford the desired product PtTPTNP as dark-green powder (0.054g, yield: 92%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.36 (d, J=7.7 Hz, 8H), 8.08 (t, J=7.7 Hz, 4H), 7.97 (t, 

J=7.4 Hz, 8H), 7.73-7.58 (br, 12H), 7.54-7.37 (br, 12H). 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

A typical synthetic procedure for Pt(II)-porphyrin complexes relies on the 

macrocycle formation, subsequent aromatization, and metalation. As shown in Figure 

4.1, the traditional synthesis of intermediate H2TPTNP took six reaction steps in total to 

afford the target molecule.[41, 130, 134, 135] It should be noted that the dilute solution 

required in the macrocycle formation process was not conducive to the scale-up of the 
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reaction. Inspired by Borisov’s synthetic strategy for PtTPTBP,[136] the synthetic route 

to obtain both PtTPTNP and PtTPTNP-F8 was improved and demonstrated in Scheme 1, 

in a simple and cost-effective way. Firstly, the porphyrin ring was synthesized by a 

template method in just a single step with zinc oxide to form the template under neat 

reaction condition. Due to the poor solubility, 1H-benzo[f]isoindole-1,3(2H)-dione was 

dissolved by phenylacetic acid or 2-(3,5-difluorophenyl)acetic acid firstly to ensure the 

miscibility of materials in the neat reaction system. As a result, the macrocycle formation 

for the intermediates, i.e., ZnTPTNP and ZnTPTNP-F8, was largely facilitated in yields 

of 22% and 28%, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the fluorine substituents could 

promote the miscibility of materials better, leading to an improved reaction yield. Then 

the Pt(II)-porphyrin complexes were synthesized through the demetallation followed by 

platination. The synthetic route developed in this work simplified the reaction process, 

lowered the cost, and maintained a comparable yield in comparison with the previous 

synthetic approach. It was notable besides promoting the reaction, the introduction of 

fluorine substituents could also greatly increase the sublimation yield of PtTPTNP-F8 

larger than 90%. 
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Figure 4.1 Synthetic routes for PtTPTNP reported in literature versus PtTPTNP and PtTPTNP-F8 

developed in this work. 

The room-temperature absorption and emission spectra of PtTPTNP-F8 in CH2Cl2 

are provided in Figure 4.2a. The absorption spectrum displayed a Soret band peaking at 

432 nm, corresponded to the S0 → S2 transition, and a relatively stronger Q band 

absorption peaking at 695 nm, associated with the S0 → S1 transition. PtTPTNP (Figure 

4.3) showed quit similar absorption patterns to PtTPTNP-F8. By comparison, the Q band 

absorption of PtTPTNP-F8 exhibited a bathochromic shift of 6 nm relative to PtTPTNP. 

The photoluminescent spectrum of PtTPTNP-F8 also displayed a bathochromic-shifted 

emission with a λmax of 920 nm, deeper into NIR region than a reported λmax of 883 nm 

for PtTPTNP.[130] The luminescent lifetime (τ) of PtTPTNP-F8 in PMMA film at room 
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temperature was measured to be 15.4 μs, with a photoluminescent quantum yield (ФPL) of 

9.7±5%.  
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Figure 4.2 a) Room temperature absorption and photoluminescent emission of PtTPTNP-

F8. b) Cyclic voltammogram for PtTPTNP-F8 and PtTPTNP in DMF, the oxidation and 

reduction potentials were determined by differential pulse voltammetry versus a 

ferrocene internal reference.  
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Figure 4.3 Room temperature absorption spectra of PtTPTNP-F8 and PtTPTNP. 

The electrochemical properties of PtTPTNP-F8 and PtTPTNP were also examined 

by performing cyclic voltammetry (CV) in DMF, as shown in Figure 4.2b. The oxidation 

and reduction potentials were determined to be 0.11, -1.59, -1.92, and -2.14 V for 

PtTPTNP-F8, and 0.024, -1.78, -2.32, and -2.81 V for PtTPTNP versus a ferrocene 

internal reference by differential pulse voltammetry. PtTPTNP-F8 showed a 
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electrochemical smaller band gap of 1.70 eV by comparison with that of 1.80 eV for 

PtTPTNP. It was found that the fluorine substituents strongly affected the reduction 

potential without significantly affecting the oxidation potential, and shifted the reduction 

potential to a less negative value. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels for PtTPTNP-F8 calculated from its 

CV data were -4.75 and -2.97 eV, respectively.[137] It should be noted that the oxidation 

and reduction peaks of PtTPTNP-F8 demonstrated reversible characteristics, which are 

highly desirable for phosphorescent emitters with long-term device operational stability. 

The performance of PtTPTNP-F8 in device settings was evaluated. PtTPTNP-F8 

was doped into 4,4'-Bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1'-biphenyl (CBP) and bathocuproine (BCP) was 

utilized as HBL (device 1), both of which were consistent with the host and hole blocking 

materials used in previously reported PtTPTNP based OLEDs.[130] Taking into account 

the electrochemical instability of BCP, another device with a known stable hole blocker 

of BAlq (device 2) was also fabricated.[37, 138] The general device structure was ITO 

(100 nm)/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (40 nm)/ 4% PtTPTNP-F8 : CBP (25 nm)/ HBL (10 

nm)/ BPyTP (40 nm)/ Liq (2 nm)/ Al. 
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Figure 4.4 a) Electroluminescent spectra and b) EQE versus current density for devices 1-

3 in a general device structure ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (40 nm)/ EML (25 nm)/ HBL 

(10 nm)/ BPyTP (40 nm)/ Liq (2 nm)/ Al, where device 1 is 4% PtTPTNP-F8: CBP/ BCP, 

device 2 is 4% PtTPTNP-F8: CBP/ BAlq, and device 3 is 4% PtTPTNP-F8: 8% PQIr: 

CBP/ BCP. 

The electroluminescent spectra for devices 1-2 are shown in Figure 4.4a. Device 1 

exhibited a predominant PtTPTNP-F8 emission peaking at 920 nm. A small amount of 

residual emission ranging from 350 to 550 nm was also detected, likely originating from 

the CBP, though no such residual emission was reported in previous PtTPTNP based 

device.[130] The peak EQE of device 1 was measured to be only 0.53%, as shown in 

Figure 4.4b, lower than the reported value of 3.8% for the PtTPTNP based OLED. Such 

discrepancy regarding the non-exclusive emission spectra and device efficiency can be 

attributed to two possible reasons: firstly, insufficient energy was transferred from CBP 

to PtTPTNP-F8 because of the poor spectral overlap between the CBP emission and the 

PtTPTNP-F8 absorption; secondly, device structure was not optimized for outcoupling 

efficiency. In device 2, the PtTPTNP-F8 emission became very weak. In contrast, a non-

exclusive emission peaking at 469 nm was pronounced, which was likely to originate 

from BAlq emission caused by undesired hole leakage into HBL and indicated the severe 
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charge imbalance inside this device setting. As expected, device 2 with an EQE of 0.58%, 

showed no obvious efficiency improvement. 

To improve device efficiency, PQIr, as a potential sensitizer, was introduced into 

the emissive layer to assist the energy transfer from CBP to PtTPTNP-F8. Referred to as 

device 3, the device has an emissive layer structure of 4% PtTPTNP-F8: 8% PQIr: CBP. 

As shown in Figure 4.4, device 3 exhibited an electroluminescent spectrum consisting of 

a dominant PtTPTNP-F8 emission as well as a non-exclusive emission peaking at 594 

nm, and a low EQE of below 0.26%. The observed non-exclusive emission was likely 

attributed to PQIr emission because of an inefficient energy transfer from PQIr to 

PtTPTNP-F8. One possible reason was that the fast radiative decay process of PQIr 

effectively competed against the energy transfer process from PQIr to PtTPTNP-F8. 

Another possible explanation was that the compact recombination zone elongated the 

diffusion length from PQIr to PtTPTNP-F8. It should be noted that the elimination of 

non-exclusive emission from CBP indicated efficient energy transferred from host to 

either sensitizer or dopant. Nevertheless, more studies, beyond the scope of this research, 

are needed to uncover and realize the efficient energy transfer in such devices consisting 

of sensitizer/phosphorescent emitters. 
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Figure 4.5 a) Electroluminescent spectra, b) EQE versus current density, c) radiant 

emittance and current density versus voltage, and d) relative EL intensity versus 

operational time at a constant current density of 20 mA cm-2 for devices 4-5. The general 

structure of devices 4 is ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (40 nm)/ 8% PtTPTNP-F8: Alq3 (25 

nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (40 nm)/ Liq (2 nm)/ Al. The general structure of device 5 is 

ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD (70 nm)/ 6% PtTPTNP-F8: Pd3O8-P (25 nm)/ BAlq (10 

nm)/ BPyTP (50 nm)/ Liq (2 nm)/ Al. 

To further improve the device efficiency, tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum 

(Alq3) and Pd(II) 7-(3-(pyridin-2-yl-κN) phenoxy-κC)(benzo[4,5]imidazo-κN)([1,2-

f]phenanthridine-κC) (Pd3O8-P) were selected as the hosts, respectively. On the one 

hand, the electron-transporting characteristic of Alq3 or Pd3O8-P served to confine the 

charge carriers inside the EML. On the other hand, the larger spectral overlap between 

the Alq3 or Pd3O8-P emissions and the PtTPTNP-F8 Q band absorption facilitated the 
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energy transfer from the host to the emitter. Moreover, the known stable hole blocking 

material BAlq was selected as the HBL to further study the operational stabilities of NIR 

OLEDs.  

Observed from Figure 4.5a, both devices 4 and 5 showed identical EL spectra 

with an exclusive emission from PtTPTNP-F8 peaking at 920 nm. The percentage of 

PtTPTNP-F8 emitted photons with wavelength beyond 900 nm drastically increased to 

84%, exceeding the value of ~50% in the reported PtTPTNP based OLED, as shown in 

Table 4.1. It is worth mentioning that no emission was observed from HBL, i.e. BAlq, 

indicating a good charge carrier confinement inside the EML. According to Figure 4.5b, 

device 4 showed a peak EQE of 1.3%. In contrast, device 5 achieved a much higher peak 

EQE of 1.9%, which is comparable to the reported highest EQE (2.1%) of NIR OLEDs 

with the peak emission at 930 nm, to the authors’ best knowledge;[40] however, device 5 

had a much narrower EL spectrum with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 62 nm 

compared with that of ~190 nm for those reported efficient NIR OLEDs.[40] It should be 

pointed out that although device 5 experienced a severe efficiency roll-off, it is believed 

that such problem can be combated by broadening the recombination zone with a more 

charge-balanced device structure, which will be studied in future research. The device 

efficiency performance of device 5 demonstrated that porphyrin can be also a promising 

NIR emitter candidate to realize the high efficiency in the emission range beyond 900 

nm. In addition, as shown in Figure 4.5c, devices 5 demonstrated a smaller driving 

voltage of 5.6 V to reach 20 mA cm-2 compared to that of 6.8 V for device 4, indicating a 

better device conductivity by utilizing Pd3O8-P as host. Correspondingly, devices 4 and 
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5 exhibited intensities of 37.1 and 30.2 μW cm-2 at a current density of 20 mA cm-2, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4.6 Relative EL intensity versus operational time at a constant current density of 

20 mA cm-2 for Devices 4. 

The operational stabilities of devices 4 and 5 were measured at a constant current 

density of 20 mA cm-2, as shown in Figure 4.5d and Figure 4.6. Device 4 showed an 

excellent operational stability with LT99 lifetime of longer than 1000 h (Figure 4.6) and 

demonstrated the most stable OLED device operating at such a high current density 

among all the reported devices within the visible and NIR light range, to the authors’ best 

knowledge.[131, 79, 33, 99] Device 5 also exhibited a very decent operational stability 

with LT97 lifetime of longer than 400 h. Such superior operational stabilities of both 

devices were mainly attributed to two factors: the sufficient suppression of chemical bond 

dissociation due to relatively low-energy hot (multiply excited) excitons or polarons, and 

the significantly weakened triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet-polaron quenching as a 

result of improved charge balance in the carefully selected device structure. Additionally, 

it is worth mentioning that the long-lived devices, employing fluorinated metal complex 
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as emitter, demonstrated that the fluorine substituents can be electrochemically stable in 

devices when they had minimum contribution in the HOMO orbitals.[139–141] 

Table 4.1 Photophysical properties and device performance data summary for Pt(II) 

porphyrin complexes and devices incorporating them. 

Pt(II) 

porphyrins 

Soret, Q 

band/nm 

(ε×105 M-1 

cm-1) 

emission at RT  device performance 

λmax 

/nm 

ФPL 

/% 
τ /μs 

 

λmax 

/nm 

peak 

EQE 

/% 

percentage 

of spectral 

area ≥900 

nm 

reference 

PtTPTBP 
425 (2.03), 

610 (1.35) 
770 70 53 

 
772 8.5 0 [131, 132] 

PtNTBP 
403 (1.06), 

628 (1.37) 
842 22 40 

 
848 2.8 0 [39, 142] 

cis-PtN2TBP 
387 (0.51), 

620 (1.47) 
830 17 20 

 
846 1.5 0 [39, 142] 

PtTPTNP 
436 (0.91), 

689 (1.48) 
883 15 12.7 

 
900 3.8 ~50% [41, 130] 

PtAr4TAP 
455 (0.29), 

762 (0.46) 

102

2 
8 3.2 

 100

5 
0.2 100% [41, 133] 

PtTPTNP-F8 
432 (0.65), 

695 (0.98) 
920 9.7 15.4 

 
920 1.9 84% this work 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

A simple and cost-effective synthetic approach was developed to afford the 

efficient and stable near-infrared PtTPTNP-F8. By introducing fluorine atoms on the 

aromatic ring system, the thermal stability of PtTPTNP-F8 was drastically increased with 

an exceptional sublimation yield of above 90%. An optimized OLED employing 

PtTPTNP-F8 showed an exclusive NIR emission peaking at 920 nm and a peak EQE of 

1.9%. Moreover, devices of PtTPTNP-F8 fabricated in a known stable device structure 

achieved a measured LT99 lifetime of more than 1000 h at 20 mA cm-2, which marks the 

most stable OLED operating at such a high current density among all reported visible or 

invisible emissive materials in the public domain. Future optimization of host and 
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blocking materials are expected to further improve the efficiency and operational stability 

of such NIR OLEDs. 
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5  PLATINUM COMPLEX BASED BLUE EMITTERS 

5.1 Background 

Comparing with traditional inorganic luminescent materials, organic emitters 

possess the unique morphological and optoelectronic properties, enabling the 

compatibility with cheap, flexible substrates, and low-cost fabrication. Blue organic 

emitters have become the bottleneck of their future development in full-color display and 

solid lighting applications due to their relatively low efficiency and unsatisfactory 

operational stability.[13, 143] To now, red and green phosphorescent emitters have 

become promising emitter candidates for commercialized red and green OLEDs due to 

their capability of realizing high efficiency and superior operational stability in device 

settings. Blue emitters still remain a big challenge in achieving satisfactory color quality, 

as well as high efficiency and simultaneous operational stability. That is largely because 

blue emission requires a much wider bandgap, i.e., HOMO-LUMO gap, of the emitting 

molecules, adding to the difficulty of molecular design of ligand molecules. Moreover, 

the processes of TTA and TPQ occurring on blue phosphorescent emitters could lead to 

higher energy hot excitons or polarons, inducing more severe chemical bond dissociation 

and thereby causing an expedited device degradation.[33, 143] 

To meet the color gamut requirement of full-color display, blue phosphorescent 

emitters with high color quality are highly desired. Based on the definition by National 

Television System Committee (NTSC), the CIE coordinates of deep-blue emission 

should fall in (0.14, 0.08).[22, 144] However, it is extremely difficult to achieve CIEy 

below 0.1 due to the broad or pronounced vibronic progression emission characteristics 

of many phosphorescent metal complexes. Recently, square planar Pt(II) and Pd(II) 
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complexes based blue emitters have made encouraging progress by coming up with 

various strategies to either shift the emission into more blue region or narrow down the 

emission bandwidth. 

 

Figure 5.1 Color-tuning strategy for the development of blue emitters.[21] 

Since the lowest triplet energy of phosphorescent emitters derives from mixed 

excited states involving both ligand-centered π-π* and MLCT transitions, a widely used 

approach to obtain the blue emission is based on the modification of the frontier orbitals 

of the ligand. To be specific, either destabilizing the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) or stabilizing the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) could effectively 

widen the bandgap and thereby correspondingly increasing the triplet energy.[21] The 

best-known green-emitting complex fac-[Ir(ppy)3] was adopted to illustrate the color 

tuning strategies, as shown in Figure 5.1. Firstly, it has been demonstrated that the 

HOMO level of fac-[Ir(ppy)3] can be stabilized by adding electron withdrawing groups, 

such as cyano unit, fluoro, etc., on its phenyl group. A Ir(III) complex named FIrpic, by 

introducing two electron withdrawing F atoms onto the phenyl ring, achieved a 

significant blue emission at 474 nm compared to the green emission of fac-[Ir(ppy)3] at 

510 nm.[145] However, the utilization of fluorine atoms may cause molecular 

degradation upon excitation during device operation, which poses challenges in 
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developing stable emitters.[146] Similarly, another approach has been developed by 

destabilizing the LUMO level via replacing pyridine ring with azole group. Tamayo et al. 

reported a emitter of fac-tris(phenylpyrazolyl)iridium(III), showing a emission peak at 

414 nm at 77 K.[147] Holmes et al. synthesized a phosphorescent emitter fac-tris(phenyl-

methyl-benzimidazolyl)iridium(III) which displayed deep-blue electroluminescent 

emission at 389 nm.[148]  

 

Figure 5.2 Molecular structure of selected tetradentate Pt(II) based phosphorescent blue 

emitters. 

Through meticulous molecular design, tetradentate Pt(II) complexes can also 

achieve close to unity PL quantum yield and short luminescent lifetime in the range of 

microseconds, both of which are comparable to Ir complexes.[20, 149] Moreover, 

strategies utilized to tune the emission of Ir(III) complexes also apply to Pt(II) 

complexes. As shown in Figure 5.2, for PtOO1 and PtOO2, pyrazole and imidazole 

groups are adopted to destabilize the LUMO level, resulting in emissions peaking at 430 

and 468 nm at room temperature, respectively.[149]. Additionally, N-heterocyclic 
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carbenes (NHCs) are considered one of promising chemical groups to shorten the 

emission wavelength due to the strong σ-donating character of the carbene carbon. A 

Pt(II) complex consisting of NHCs, i.e., PtON7, demonstrated a blue emission at 452 nm 

and a maximum external device efficiency (EQE) of 23.7%.[150] 

 

Figure 5.3 Schematic illustration of energy transfer of a Pd(II) complex, PdN3N, which 

can harvest both triplet and “blue” singlet excitons.[24] 

Besides, another color tuning strategy, i.e., mixing thermally activated 

fluorescence with phosphorescence of the phosphorescent emitter, was proposed by Li 

and coworkers.[24, 93] As shown in Figure 5.3, a Pd(II) based phosphorescent complex 

named PdN3N harvested both triplet excitons and “blue” singlet, the latter of which was 

enabled by thermally activated RISC from excited triplet to singlet emission partially.[24] 

As temperature increases, an side-band emission at shorter wavelength range of 480-510 

nm appeared relative to the 77 K emission at 522 nm. Moreover, a PdN3N device 

fabricated in a known stable structure demonstrated a remarkable device operational 

lifetime of LT90 at over 20,000 h at a luminescence of 100 cd m-2. 

A third strategy is improving the spectral purity by designing novel 

phosphorescent emitters with narrow-band emission spectrum. However, the majority of 

organic emissive materials exhibit broad emission with full-width at half-maximum 

(FWHM) ranging from 40 to70 nm, which largely compromise the color purity in display 
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and consequently reduce outcoupling efficiency in resonant microcavities and enhance 

the power consumption.[20, 22, 151] 

 

Figure 5.4 Emission spectral shape characteristic of various types of emitters.[152]  

As discussed in chapter 1, the emission spectral shape and bandwidth of 

phosphorescent emitters are mainly determined by the properties of the lowest excited 

state and ground state. Luminescence of phosphorescent Ir(III), Pt(II) and Pd(II) 

complexes originates from the lowest triplet excited state (T1) which is typically 

composed of 3LC and 1MLCT/3MLCT characters. As show in Figure 5.4b, if majority of 

T1 is originated from 1MLCT/3MLCT character, emitters typically exhibit broad 

Gaussian-shape emission, whereas the emission dominated by 3LC character likely shows 

strong vibronic signature (Figure 5.4c). However, if an emitter has a rigid molecular 

structure with a single-dominant vibrational stretch, it will show an emission spectrum 

with more defined vibronic features, as depicted in Figure 5.4d.[152]  
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Figure 5.5 Schematic illustration of the strategy to tune the emission spectral bandwidth 

of PtON1.[86] 

Li and coworkers has reported a series of tetradentate cyclometalated Pt(ppz-O-

CbPy-R), where ppz and CbPy stand for phenyl-pyrazole and carbazole-pyridine 

respectively, and their emission spectral shape and bandwidth can be tuned by alerting 

substituents on the pyridyl moieties[86]. As described in Figure 5.5, PtON1 exhibited 

broad and dual emission peaks at 454 nm and 478 nm, which likely originated from a 

mixed 3LC state of ppz moiety and 1MLCT/3MLCT state of metal ion and CbPy 

component, respectively, and the latter one was thermally accessible at elevated 

temperature. Results indicated spectral bandwidth can be effectively tuned by adjusting 

the 1MLCT/3MLCT state based on modification of CbPy component. By adding an 

electron donating group (-NMe2) to the 4-position of pyridyl ring, a Pd(II) complex 

named PtON1NMe2 demonstrated a much narrowed emission spectra peaking at 440 nm 

with a drastically suppressed vibronic peak. In contrast, by introducing an electron-

withdrawing group of carbazole (Cz) to the same position of pyridyl ring, PtON1-Cz 

showed a totally different emission spectral shape, i.e., broad spectral bandwidth and 
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redshifted emission at 496 nm. That is largely because electron donating group of -NMe2 

destabilized the energy level of 1MLCT/3MLCT, resulting in less 1MLCT/3MLCT 

character in T1 state, whereas electron-withdrawing group of Cz decreased the energy 

level of 1MLCT/3MLCT state, resulting in a larger portion of 1MLCT/3MLCT character 

in the emission at room temperature. 

In this chapter, various approaches are explored to develop blue phosphorescent 

emitters. A series of Pt(II) complexes, divided into three groups, were designed and 

synthesized, and their photophysical and electrochemical properties were carefully 

investigated. From the perspective of stability, imidazole group as a primary element was 

selected to incorporate into the ligand molecular design. Molecular modifications, 

including altering conjugation system and introduction of electron donating/withdrawing 

groups, were carried out on ligand molecules, which aimed at tuning emission properties, 

such as emission energy and spectral shape etc. 

5.2 Experimental Section 

 

General synthetic method of the ligand L: LL-OH (1.0 eq), LR-Br (1.2 eq), CuI 

(0.2 eq), picolinic acid (0.2 eq) and K3PO4 (2.0 eq) were added to a dry flask equipped 

with a magnetic stir bar. The reaction system was evacuated and backfilled with nitrogen. 

The evacuation and backfill procedure were repeated for three times in total. Then 

solvent of DMSO (~1 M) was added under the protection of nitrogen. The mixture was 

under N2 protection and stirred in an oil bath at a temperature of 100 oC for 1-3 days. 

Then reaction system was cooled down to ambient temperature and extracted with ethyl 
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acetate. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the residue was purified 

through column chromatography on silica gel or Al2O3 using hexane/ethyl acetate as 

eluent to obtain the desired product ligand L. 

 

General synthetic method of the final product PtL: L (1.0 eq), K2PtCl4 (1.1 eq) 

and n-Bu4NBr (0.1 eq) were added to a dry flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The 

reaction system was evacuated and backfilled with nitrogen. The evacuation and backfill 

procedure were repeated for three times in total. Then solvent of acetic acid (0.017 M) 

was added under the protection of nitrogen. Then the mixture was heated to reflux in an 

oil bath and stirred for 3 days under N2 protection. Then the reaction system was cooled 

to ambient temperature and the solvent removed under reduced pressure. Then the solid 

was purified through column chromatography on silica gel or Al2O3 using 

dichloromethane/hexane as eluent to afford the desired final product of PtL. 

5.3 The First Group of Imidazole-Based Pt(II) Complexes 

Three groups of imidazole-based phosphorescent Pt(II) complexes were designed 

and synthesized. As shown in Figure 5.6, the first group of Pt(II) complexes share the 

same skeletal structure, i.e. conjugated phenyl-imidazole and pyridyl-carbazole fragments 

linked by an oxygen atom. Taking PtON2-P as a starting point, aza atoms were added on 

the phenyl ring in the imidazo[1,2-f]phenanthridine moiety to form pyridyl groups, 

yielding PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5. Moreover, the newly formed pyridyl groups can 

potentially enhance the electrochemical stability due to their reduction functionality. 

Considering the potential formation of molecular aggregates, bulky groups of mesityl and 
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phenyl were introduced onto the imidazole ring to suppress the intermolecular 

interactions. Thus, in the first group, 6 imidazole-based Pt(II) complexes, i.e., PtON2-Py2, 

PtON2-Py5, PtON2-PP, PtON2-Py5-M, and PtON2-Py5-MtBu, were developed. 

5.3.1 Material Preparation 

 

Figure 5.6 Synthetic routes of PtON2-P, PtON2-Py2, PtON2-Py5, PtON2-PP, 

PtON2-Py5-M, and PtON2-Py5-MtBu. Reagents and conditions: (a) Pd(PPh3)4 (0.1 

equiv), Xantphos (0.1 equiv), K2CO3 (3.0 equiv), DMF, 140 ℃, overnight. (b) HBr, 

HOAc, reflux. (c) CuI (0.2 equiv), picolinic acid (0.2 eqiv), K3PO4 (2.0 eqiv), DMSO, 

100 ℃, 1~3 days. (d) K2PtCl4 (1.2 equiv), n-Bu4NBr (0.1 equiv), HOAc, reflux, 3 days. 
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(e) DMF, room temperature. (f) Pd2(dba)3 (0.25 equiv), S-phos (1 equiv), K3PO4 (4 

equiv), toluene, reflux. Note: the yield is one-step reaction yield. 

 

Figure 5.7 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-P (DMSO-d6). 

 
Figure 5.8 1H NMR spectrum of ligand ON2-Py2 (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.9 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-Py2 (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.10 1H NMR spectrum of ligand ON2-Py5 (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.11 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-Py5 (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.12 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-PP (DMSO-d6). 

5.3.2 Photophysical Properties 

Absorption spectra of PtON2-P, PtON2-Py2, PtON2-Py5, and PtON2-PP are 

presented in Figure 5.13. They exhibited quite similar emission patterns with strong 

absorption bands below 360 nm which are assigned to 1π-π* ligand centered (LC) 

transitions. The weak absorption band between 360 and 440 nm is the metal-to-ligand 
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charge transition (MLCT). The photoluminescent (PL) emission spectra of these 

complexes are displayed in Figure 5.14. At 77 K, they showed similar emission peaks in 

the range of 445-458 nm, indicating similar energy level of T1 state. However, their 

emission spectral shapes are different, and PtON2-P showed a very sharp emission with 

largely suppressed vibronic features compared to the other three complexes. That is 

possibly because the addition of phenyl ring or aza atoms enhanced the substates of 

ground and/or excited states. The density functional theory (DFT) calculations of 

PtON2-P, PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5 (Figure 5.15) also indicated that the LUMOs of 

PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5 were located on both pyridyl orbitals compared to the 

PtON2-P. At room temperature, red-shifted emissions were observed for PtON2-P and 

PtON2-PP with a red-shift value of 5 and 10 nm, respectively. As observed, there was no 

obvious emission peak shift for PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5 at room temperature.  
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Figure 5.13 Room-temperature absorption spectrum of PtON2-P (open triangles), 

PtON2-Py2 (open circles), PtON2-Py5 (solid squares), and PtON2-PP (solid triangles) in 

dichloromethane (DCM). 
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Figure 5.14 Photoluminescent (PL) spectra at room temperature and 77 K of PtON2-P, 

PtON2-PP, PtON2-Py2, and PtON2-Py5 with chemical structures in inset. 

Table 5.1 Photophysical properties of PtON2-P, PtON2-PP, PtON2-Py2, PtON2-Py5, 

PtON2-Py5-M, and PtON2-Py5-M-tBu. 

Complex 

Emission @ 77 K  Emission @ RT 

λmax (nm) 
FWHM 

(nm) 

 
λmax (nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PtON2-P 445 7  450 47 

PtON2-PP 456 46  466 74 

PtON2-Py2 454 44  456 69 

PtON2-Py5 458 51  458 59 

PtON2-Py5-M 458 15  464 55 

PtON2-Py5-M-tBu 458 43  464 56 
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PtON2-P PtON2-Py2 PtON2-Py5 

Figure 5.15 Density functional theory calculations of the orbit density for the HOMOs 

(bottom) and LUMOs (top) of PtON2-P, PtON2-Py2, and PtON2-Py5. 

Moreover, an interesting optical phenomenon was observed for both PtON2-Py2 

and PtON2-Py5. As shown in Figure 5.16, significantly narrowed room temperature PL 

spectra of PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5 were detected at a relatively low concentration, 

and their first major vibronic transition relative to the dominant emission peak largely 

reduced, indicating that the vibronic transitions of PtON2-Py2 and PtON2-Py5 are likely 

concentration-dependent. More research is needed to reveal the emission mechanism of 

this emission spectral narrowing phenomenon. 
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Figure 5.16 Photoluminescent (PL) spectra at room temperature and 77 K of PtON2-Py2 

and PtON2-Py5 with different concentration. 
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Figure 5.17 Photoluminescent (PL) spectra at room temperature and 77 K of 

PtON2-Py5-M and PtON2-Py5-MtBu with chemical structures in inset. 

To potentially suppress formation of molecular aggregates and narrow the 

emission spectra, PtON2-Py5 was modified with the addition of bulky mesityl and t-butyl 

chemical groups, yielding two new complexes, i.e., PtON2-Py5-M and 

PtON2-Py5-MtBu. At 77 K, both of them showed same emission peaks at 458 nm as 

PtON2-Py5, but drastically suppressed vibronic features, as shown in Figure 5.17. At 

room temperature, they exhibited nearly identical emission with same emission peaks at 

464 and similar FWHM value of around 55 nm and vibronic progression. 

5.4 The Second Group of Imidazole-Based Pt(II) Complexes 

To get much narrower emission, three new PtON2-based complexes, i.e., 

PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu, and PtON2-Sz56-tBu were designed, and Figure 5.18 

shows their synthetic routes. The structural modification mainly focused on the peripheral 

group of the pristine ligand ON2-P, i.e., the phenyl ring conjugated with imidazole-

phenyl group, by adding Cz or Sz groups, which could enlarge the conjugation system of 

ligand without significantly influencing the MLCT state. This design concept is expected 

to tune the LC and MLCT state separately, and eventually get narrow-band emissions.  
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5.4.1 Material Preparation 

 

Figure 5.18 Synthetic routes of PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu, PtON2-Sz56-tBu. Note: 

the yield is one-step reaction yield. 

 

Figure 5.19 1H NMR spectrum of ligand ON2-Cz56 (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.20 1H NMR spectrum of ligand ON2-Cz56-tBu (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.21 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-Cz56-tBu (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.22 1H NMR spectrum of ligand ON2-Sz56-tBu (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.23 1H NMR spectrum of PtON2-Sz56-tBu (DMSO-d6). 

5.4.2 Photophysical and Electrochemical Properties 

Figure 5.24 shows the room temperature absorption spectra of PtON2-P, 

PtON2-Cz56, and PtON2-Sz56-tBu. These three complexes exhibited similar absorption 

pattern as a result of similar skeletal structure, and only vary in intensity of transition 

bands. The distinct strong absorption peaks between 250 and 370 nm (ε = 1.3-6.1×104 

M-1 cm-1) can be assigned to 1(π-π*) transitions on the cyclometalating ligand. The weak 

absorption bands between 370 and 440 nm were attributed to metal-to-ligand charge 

transfer (1MLCT). Due to the larger conjugated aromatic system, PtON2-Cz56 showed 

the most intense transition bands. 
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Figure 5.24 Room-temperature absorption spectrum of PtON2-P (solid squares), 

PtON2-Cz56 (solid circles), and PtON2-Sz56-tBu (open circles) in dichloromethane 

(DCM). 
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Figure 5.25 PL spectra at room temperature and 77 K of PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu, 

and PtON2-Sz56-tBu with chemical structures in inset. 
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Table 5.2 Photophysical properties of PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu, and 

PtON2-Sz56-tBu. 

Complex 
Emission @ 77 K  Emission @ RT 

λmax (nm) FWHM (nm)  λmax (nm) FWHM (nm) 

PtON2-Cz56 450 6  456 45 

PtON2-Cz56-tBu 456 8  456 41 

PtON2-Sz56-tBu 456 8  462 47 

 

Photophysical properties of PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu, and 

PtON2-Sz56-tBu were investigated by recording their emission spectra at 77 K and room 

temperature, as shown in Figure 5.25 and Table 5.2. PtON2-Cz56 exhibited a sharp 

emission spectrum peaking at 450 nm with very pronounced vibronic features, and the 

FWHM is only 6 nm. At room temperature. its emission spectrum red-shifted to 456 nm 

with enhanced vibronic sidebands. In comparison with PtON2-Cz56, PtON2-Cz56-tBu 

displayed a red-shifted 77 K emission at 456 nm with relatively stronger sidebands. 

Interestingly, the room-temperature emission of PtON2-Cz56-tBu showed no changes in 

peak wavelength still at 456 nm, and slightly enhanced sidebands which were weaker 

than those of PtON2-Cz56. For PtON2-Sz56-tBu, it demonstrated almost identical 77 K 

emission to PtON2-Cz56-tBu. However, at room temperature, PtON2-Sz56-tBu emission 

was largely shifted to 462 nm with relatively stronger vibronic sidebands. 
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Figure 5.26 Cyclic voltammograms for PtON2-P, PtON2-PP, and PtON2-Cz56. The 

oxidation and reduction potentials were determined by differential pulse voltammetry in 

dimethylformamide versus a ferrocene internal reference. 

Moreover, electrochemical property comparison among PtON2-P, PtON2-PP, and 

PtON2-Cz56 are provided in Figure 5.26. They showed similar values in their oxidation 

(0.20 - 0.23 V) and reduction potentials (-2.54 V), indicating similar HOMO and LUMO 

energy levels for all of them, which is consistent with their emission energy. Both the 

reduction and oxidation peaks of PtON2-P and PtON2-PP exhibited quasi-reversible 

behaviors. By comparison, PtON2-Cz56 displayed both irreversible reduction and 

oxidation peaks, which is likely caused by the poor solubility of PtON2-Cz56 in DMF. 

5.5 The Third Group of Imidazole-Based Pt(II) Complexes 

Almost all imidazole-based Pt(II) complexes from both the first and second 

groups showed strong vibronic sidebands, which greatly enlarged the spectral bandwidth 

to around 50 nm. Therefore, a third group of imidazole-based Pt(II) complexes was 

designed to suppress the sidebands and increase the spectral purity. The right segment of 

pyridyl-carbazole group utilized in the first and second groups of complexes was replaced 

with similar group to the right segment. As a result, a rigid and square-planar tetradentate 
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imidazole-based Pt(II) complexes are synthesized, and the synthetic routes are 

demonstrated in Figure 5.27. To prevent the potential formation of molecular aggregates, 

bulky mesityl or phenyl groups were added onto the imidazole ring. 

5.5.1 Material Preparation 

 

Figure 5.27 Synthetic routes of blue Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-PPy5-M, Pt2O2-Py5P-M, 

Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M, Pt2O2-P2P, and Pt2O2-P2P2. Note: the yield is one-step reaction 

yield. 
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Figure 5.28 1H NMR spectrum of ligand 2O2-P2M (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.29 1H NMR spectrum of Pt2O2-P2M (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.30 1H NMR spectrum of ligand 2O2-Py5P-M (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.31 1H NMR spectrum of ligand 2O2-PPy5-M (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.32 1H NMR spectrum of Pt2O2-PPy5-M (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.33 1H NMR spectrum of ligand 2O2-P2P (DMSO-d6). 

 

Figure 5.34 1H NMR spectrum of Pt2O2-P2P (CDCl3). 

 

Figure 5.35 1H NMR spectrum of ligand 2O2-P2P2 (DMSO-d6). 
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Figure 5.36 1H NMR spectrum of Pt2O2-P2P2 (CDCl3). 

5.5.2 Photophysical Properties 

Figure 5.37 shows the room-temperature absorption spectra of selected 

PtON2-PP, Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, and Pt2O2-P2P2 in dichloromethane (DCM). 

Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, and Pt2O2-P2P2 exhibited different absorption patterns to 

PtON2-PP due to the different skeletal structures. The distinct strong absorption peaks 

between 250 and 370 nm (ε = 1.3-7.4×104 M-1 cm-1) can be assigned to 1(π-π*) transitions 

on the cyclometalating ligand. The weak absorption bands between 370 and 440 nm were 

attributed to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (1MLCT) involving both the cyclometalating 

ligand and the Pt ion. 
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Figure 5.37 Room-temperature absorption spectrum of PtON2-PP (open circles), 

Pt2O2-P2M (solid squares), Pt2O2-P2P (open triangles), and Pt2O2-P2P2 (solid 

triangles) in dichloromethane (DCM). 
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Figure 5.38 PL spectra at room temperature and 77 K of Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, and 

Pt2O2-P2P2 with chemical structures in inset. 
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PtON2-PP Pt2O2-P2P Pt2O2-P2P2 Pt2O2-P2M 

Figure 5.39 Density functional theory calculations of the orbit density for the HOMOs 

(bottom) and LUMOs (top) of PtON2-PP, Pt2O2-P2P, Pt2O2-P2P2, and Pt2O2-P2M. 
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Figure 5.40 PL spectra at room temperature and 77 K of Pt2O2-PPy5-M, Pt2O2-Py5P-M, 

and Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M with chemical structures in inset. 
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Table 5.3 Photophysical properties of Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, Pt2O2-P2P2, 

Pt2O2-PPy5-M, Pt2O2-Py5P-M, and Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M. 

Complex 
Emission @ 77 K  Emission @ RT 

λmax (nm) FWHM (nm)  λmax (nm) FWHM (nm) 

Pt2O2-P2M 472 8  472 16 

Pt2O2-P2P 474 9  476 22 

Pt2O2-P2P2 478 9  482 21 

Pt2O2-PPy5-M - -  476 16 

Pt2O2-Py5P-M 476 10  480 20 

Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M 478 9  480 18 

 

Photophysical properties of Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, and Pt2O2-P2P2 were 

investigated by recording their emission at 77K and room temperature. At 77 K, 

Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P, and Pt2O2-P2P2 exhibited emissions peaking at 472, 474, and 

478 nm, respectively. The longest emission peak wavelength of Pt2O2-P2P2 is likely 

because phenyl group compared to mesityl can form a larger conjugation with imidazole 

ring, which is confirmed with the smaller tilted angle between phenyl substituent and 

main frame surface by the DFT calculations (Figure 5.39). At room temperature, 

Pt2O2-P2M showed no changes in emission peak wavelength, whereas Pt2O2-P2P and 

Pt2O2-P2P2 exhibited a slight redshift in the range of 2-4 nm. Moreover, all of 

Pt2O2-P2M, Pt2O2-P2P and Pt2O2-P2P2 displayed narrow-band emission with FWHM 

value of 16, 22, and 21 nm, respectively. Emission spectra of another three Pt(II) 

complexes, i.e, Pt2O2-PPy5-M, Pt2O2-Py5P-M, and Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M, are shown in 

Figure 5.40. Their emission peaks at room temperature displayed a slightly longer 

wavelength in the range of 476-480 nm. Pt2O2-PPy5-M, Pt2O2-Py5P-M, and 

Pt2O2-Py5Py5-M also achieved narrow-band emission with FWHM values of 16, 20, 

and 18 nm, respectively. To the author’s best knowledge, Pt2O2-P2M and Pt2O2-PPy5-M 
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are among the narrowest emission spectrum of Ir(III) and Pt(II) complexes,[20, 22, 86] 

and is with higher color purity than most reported quantum-dot emission spectra.[101, 

153] 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

In this dissertation, a series of tetradentate Pd(II) complex, i.e., Pd3O8-P, 

Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5, featuring molecular aggregate emission were developed. 

Stable and efficient OLEDs employing phosphorescent molecular aggregates, especially 

at high brightness level, were demonstrated. The luminescent lifetime of Pd(II) complex 

aggregates was demonstrated to be shorter than 1 μs with close-to-unity 

photoluminescence quantum yield. As a result, an extremely efficient and stable 

phosphorescent molecular aggregates based OLED was developed by utilizing a Pd(II) 

complex named Pd3O8-Py5 as an emitter. The Pd3O8-Py5 based amber OLED exhibited 

a peak EQE of 37.3% and a reduced efficiency roll-off with high EQEs of 36.0% and 

32.5% at 1000 and 10000 cd m-2 respectively. This efficient device also demonstrates a 

long measured LT95 lifetime of over 500 h with an initial brightness of 17304 cd m-2 

corresponding to an estimated LT95 lifetime of 48246 h at 1000 cd m-2.  

Moreover, with judicious ligand design, four tetradentate Pd(II) complexes, i.e., 

Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5, featuring phosphorescent molecular 

aggregates emission were investigated by thoroughly examining their electrochemical, 

photophysical properties and device performance. Results indicated that slight structural 

changes of ligands could modify the hole and electron transporting capabilities, and alter 

the horizontal emitting dipole ratios of aggregate in amorphous film, and the latter of 

which are sensitive to the thin film deposition conditions including the deposition rate 

and the choice of the templating layer.  

It is worth pointing out that these tetradentate metal complexes has the triplets in 

the blue-emitting region along with the fact of remarkable electrochemical stability 
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demonstrated in the device settings, suggesting that phosphorescent molecular aggregate 

based emitter may also assist the development of efficient and long-lived blue OLEDs in 

the future. Additionally, provided that the luminescent lifetime (τ) of Pd(II) complex 

aggregates was shortened more than 100-fold to below 1μs compared to its monomer 

emission, phosphorescent molecular aggregates with bigger heavy metal ions (such as 

Pt(II) etc.) may even demonstrate shorter excited-state lifetimes such as in the 

nanosecond range, through which TTA or TPQ processes can be effectively supressed. 

Thus, it is of great interest to conduct an in-depth computational study of the quantum 

mechanics of both the monomer and aggregate species and their molecular dynamics 

inside thin films, which may eventually assist the development of molecular aggregate 

based OLEDs even in deep-blue emission range with long operational lifetime. 

Moreover, by utilizing both high-energy monomer emission and low-energy aggregate 

emission of a single emitter, it is of great promise to develop both stable and efficient 

single-doped white OLEDs, which will largely simplify the device structure and lower 

the fabrication cost. 

There is an increasing demand for NIR OLEDs with an emission spectrum 

beyond 900 nm to expand their applications in biometric authentication, night vision 

display, and telecommunication, etc. In this dissertation, a stable and efficient near-

infrared Pt(II) porphyrin complex, i.e. Pt(II) tetra(3,5-

difluorophenyl)tetranaphthoporphyrin named PtTPTNP-F8 was developed, and exhibited 

electroluminescent spectrum peaking at 920 nm with 84% of spectral wavelengths longer 

than 900 nm. By introducing fluorine atoms on the meta positions of all four phenyl 

groups, PtTPTNP-F8 can successfully overcome the common thermal instability issue 
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emerging from the heavy Pt(II) porphyrin complexes, demonstrating a sublimation yield 

of above 90%. By carefully choosing the host materials, an NIR OLED with PtTPTNP-F8 

as an emissive material achieved a high peak EQE of 1.9%. Furthermore, devices of 

PtTPTNP-F8 fabricated in a stable device architecture demonstrated extraordinary 

operational stability with a LT99 lifetime of >1000 h at a constant driving current density 

of 20 mA cm-2. This work demonstrated that porphyrin can be a promising NIR emitter 

candidate to realize the high efficiency. It is believed that in a more charge-balanced 

device with state-of-art electron/hole transporting and blocking materials, an NIR OLED 

with better performance especially at high driving voltage will be expected. 

Additionally, this dissertation also studied the photophysical properties of a series 

of imidazole-based blue Pt(II) complexes. Results indicated that structural modification 

of ligand molecules can effectively tune the emission wavelength and spectral bandwidth 

of the blue phosphorescent emitters. Several blue Pt(II) complexes, such as Pt2O2-P2M 

and Pt2O2-PPy5-M, exhibited narrow emission spectra peaking at 472 and 476 nm with 

FWHM value of 16 nm. 
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Figure A.1 Plots of refractive index versus wavelength for a) Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-

Py2 and Pd3O8-Py5 vapor-deposited films and b) Pd3O8-Py5 thin films with various 

deposition rates of 0.03, 0.3, 1.0, 2.4 Å s-1 grown on silicon substrate. 
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Figure A.2 a) Current density–voltage characteristics, b) EQE versus luminance, c) power 

efficiency (PE) versus luminance, and d) plots of relative luminance versus operational 

time at a constant current density of 20 mA cm-2 for Pd3O3, Pd3O8-P, Pd3O8-Py2 and 

Pd3O8-Py5 based devices. The general device structure is ITO/ HATCN (10 nm)/ NPD 

(70 nm)/ TrisPCz (10 nm)/ emitter (20 nm)/ BAlq (10 nm)/ BPyTP (50 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ 

Al (100 nm). EQE and PE versus luminance of the devices with optical outcoupling 

enhancement were measured by applying index matching gel between silicon photodiode 

and glass substrate. 
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